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Editor’s Introduction

This volume is the eleventh in a series of annual Samplers featuring the
best prose, poetry, & artwork published by Scriptor Press in the previous year.

2009 was the year when daylight returned to the human world. What
it revealed was a wrecked landscape, fears, regrets, suffering. A lot of bastards
had been draining the wells by cover of shadow for years. Reluctant to give up
a good thing, resentful of the new press for them to do so.

There’s no going back, to the good old days, or the bad recent ones
either. There is only today & tomorrow, & all the days to come. My good
hands, mind & heart. Yours, & yours, & yours. What luck we may get by what
hard work we do will create the coming world, as it always has before.

Find in the following pages your brothers & sisters in this effort.

Raymond Soulard, Jr.
Editor & Publisher

Scriptor Press

******
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                           Christopher Patrick Gose

World’s Window:
Ruminations Psychedelic & Otherwise,

A Journal of My Travels in Peru
(Excerpts)

04/07/2009 Genero Herrera, Peruvian Amazonas

Last night we drank ayahuasca—the vine of the soul—for the first
time. Exceeding my expectations, ayahuasca’s wisdom is only surpassed by the
grace and elegance with which it heals the wounded heart. Over the years, I
have worked in a range of transformative traditions, including Buddhist
meditation, medical science, hatha yoga and Zen. I have lived in monasteries,
meditation centers, and retreated with the likes of Thich Nhat Hahn and Dr.
Roshi Joan Halifax. I have filled myself with all manners of intellectual wisdom
through books and research articles.  I have investigated pharmaceutical science
and psychology. The simple truth, for me, is that ayahuasca really and truly
completely blows all of them out of the water—in terms of skill and efficiency,
it is unparalleled as a vehicle of healing and spiritual development

A soft and powerful warmth of light, wholly welcoming, passed over
me in the initial phases as The Medicine began working in my body and mind.
As our shaman sang icaros (healing songs) over the first several hours, the visions
were subsumed within a powerful and reassuring presence—a thick black serpent
moving with an elegantly powerful and healing grace—then transforming into
a pleroma of collonades reaching up into the palm-thatched roof—then
dissolving into scintillae of light:

“You can trust this completely,” The Medicine said with a clarity of
perception and strength, “I am here to heal you.”

The icaros brought a lot of light into the first ceremony, and I was
completely at home in the trance. Some misconceptions I had were dispelled
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assumptions that tend to obfuscate hyper-materialistic—including certain
scientific—and hyper-spiritualistic modes of perception. The jungle breathes as
a living presence—for a solid hour I heard an angelic presence singing deep
within the forest, compelling me into a period of “reality testing.” “What is this
sound really? Truly, what is this voice deep within the jungle?”

When the icaros stopped, The Purge began for me though I didn’t
vomit. For all of the difficulty of The Purge, there is something very beautiful
and wonderful about it—something in me just knew that this was okay, that
this was the deepest healing a person could go through. The cosmological
framework in which ayahuasca is used reinforces this perception—it gives you
exactly what you need, and only so much as you can take. During this period,
The Medicine posed a question that has since become something of a personal
koan for me: “Is pursuit of the Truth worth all of the suffering and uncertainty?”

My answer would be “yes,” but this answer does not penetrate into the
depths of the question for me. What this question has become is a clarion call
in developing my own faculties of spiritual discernment and investigation. It’s
not a question with an intellectual answer, but instead one felt directly as an
intuitive sense of the nature of The Medicine, The Purge, and the unconscious
mind. What this question showed me through The Medicine is my own
potential, what the future could be.

Specifically, this question allowed me to probe the difficulties that have
evolved in my relationship with my father, suggesting a link between my own
struggle and my place within the revolution of consciousness as it is being
mediated by The Medicine—but Medicine in the macrocosmic sense of what
medicine actually is, and Purge in the sense of what The Purge actually is: the
Truth. The Medicine is the infinite light of compassion and healing, the one
and great spiritual Apocalypse that is the central gravity and mystery of life,
especially our own lives. The Purge is the manifestation of The Medicine within
the time-bound dimension of cause-and-effect karmic conditioning and personal
suffering—the light comes to bear on the darkness, and the darkness is purged.
The alchemists refer to this central mystery of the path of the wounded healer
as the Mysterium Coniunctionis, the Lapis Lazuli, the Uniao Spiritus. The two
become one and we are healed.

“Where does The Purge go?” I asked The Medicine on the first night.
The truth is that The Purge and The Medicine are one “heal thyself”

and the clear vision to which this eternal and infinite light testifies: our lives.
“Seek and you shall find”: I have—finally—found my life and destiny. No one
understood what I was doing, even mocked it—but this is the story of a man
who journeyed deep into the jungle for healing, and was healed. A man has the

regarding The Medicine:

Misconception 1: Ayahuasca tastes terrible.
It’s not that bad. I have imbibed things that taste much worse—it tastes
kind of like bitter hot chocolate.

Misconception 2: “The Purge” is exclusively physical (i.e. vomiting).
What is referred to as “The Purge” is the process by which dense and
heavy energies are brought into the light and purged from the
unconscious. The physical dimension of The Purge constitutes a
miniscule fraction of the purgative process. This medicine is—in my
experience—the planetary healer par excellence, the sine qua non of
medicine. “The Purge” is the phenomenological dimension of what
ayahuasca truly is.

In my first experience, I very clearly perceived the light and power of
the icaros as pressing out the dark energies of shame, guilt, and, especially,
doubt. I saw quite clearly that these energies had established a personality
dynamic within me, preventing me from relating to others in a meaningful and
sincere way. “All of these people are crazy,” I would hear in these energies, and
see the walls I had erected in coming to know others.

A couple things became crystal clear regarding The Medicine. First, in
the context of the shamanic healing traditions of the Amazon, ayahuasca is
seen within a spiritual cosmology. In this cosmology, the vine is directly perceived
as a personified and spiritual teacher. So when ayahuasca is referred to as “The
Medicine,” it is being designated as a spiritual presence that initiates the neophyte
into the various “levels” and grades of spiritual perception. This is not a matter
of rational understanding, as the very substance being purged tends to reside
within the unconscious mind. My experience seems to indicate that the more
irrational the manner in which ayahuasca tends to be working within one’s
system, the deeper The Purge. This argument extends from the fact that what is
most unconscious tends to be that which we are most unaware of, that which
does not fit into our current level of conscious understanding. This is not to say
that the unconscious is never subject to the rigor of rational thought and reason—
simply that what is currently unconscious does not reside within the framework
of what is currently rational thought for us within this moment. What this
perspective emphasizes is that we must be humble to the present moment, and
surrender the sort of arrogance and hubris that pretends to understand
everything, be it scientific or spiritual. Ayahuasca sees beyond the metaphysical
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day and night—reverberated, echoes of the Apocalypse. Again I heard the voice
of a woman singing deep in the forest, and some singing trees—four notes,
spaced and rolling over the jungle canopy. Visions morphing then into a space
I have dubbed “the killer clown,” a madhouse of trickery and quite alarming.

“You know, vomiting can be very efficient in purging things like
this, if you’d like to push through it,” The Medicine said.

“Would you like to vomit?” It gave me the choice.
“Absolutely,” I replied, quickly sitting up, spinning around, and

grabbing the bucket.

I have never been so happy to puke so hard—it came up strong, hard,
and was gone. Spitting into the bucket, I felt no desire to wash my mouth out
with water. I felt so much better. Immediately our shaman Luco lit some tobacco
and calmly walked to my side, chacapa (a sort of rattle made from palm-thatch)
in hand. With firm and precise snaps, our shaman rapidly toggled the rushing
sweeps of the chacapa around my head. At times, the chacapa transformed in a
blue and whistling hummingbird (in retrospect I have realized this hummingbird
was the blue bird from my coca vision), flitting about the web of space with
miraculous dexterity and agility of motion. The icaro was strong and grounded,
solid arboreal energies poured off Luco, clearing The Purge and creating a field
of protection. I saw Luco as embodying The Medicine—his icaro seemed to go
on particularly long, after which he blew tobacco smoke into my crown, burping,
and pressing some of his own energy in. Luco blew over my chest and back.
Then, asking me to join outstretched hands, he blew smoke down my palms
again, burping energy down the cupped tube of my palms. I felt light and
clean. Interestingly enough, after this purge, the mediado and visions entirely
receded—quite early—leaving me with the more dense and physically anchored
energies of the various trees in the brew, and especially the sanango root cooked
into the ayahuasca. The evening closed with a relatively light sadness purge as I
lay under the mosquito net over my bed. Certain purges are very calm, nurturing
and reassuring. This sadness was such a wisdom.

That next morning, shortly after sunrise, the shaman recommended
we bathe in the fresh waters of the river as a way to wash The Purge off completely.
We lounged about lazily in hammocks throughout the day, eating lightly and
talking softly amongst ourselves. With each ceremony, the group grew in silence
and companionship, forging connections gilded by tightly woven synchronicities,
and a mounting sense of compassion for one another.

All members of the group experienced our third ceremony as the

right to heal himself, to stand in his truth. Here I am, as ever, still standing.

04/19/2009 Iquitos, Peruvian Amazonas

Since shortly after the first ceremony, I have been mostly unable to
write—The Medicine has suffused me with a guiding presence whose voice
and vision for my life seems to have eclipsed my own. I have been in the midst
of personal purging, and quite often The Purge extends out for several days
beyond exposure to The Medicine. Several types of purging characterize the
effects of ayahuasca on the system over time. There are fear purges, which seem
quite common for me. This particular purge is characterized by a sense of
urgency, fight-or-flight reflex, and feelings of constriction in the chest. There
are rage purges, which are more caustic in nature, and seem to revolve about
regions of stored trauma—emotional, psychological, and physical—local to the
solar plexus. This purge occurred for me during the third and most powerful
ceremony, and was experienced as a clearing of the solar plexus. Doubt purges,
according to Meghan—apprentice and intimate partner to our shaman—,
generally seem to involve thought spirals fixated on one theme. They frequently
concern uncertainty regarding the people one is drinking with, life-course
decisions, and the place of The Medicine in one’s life and experience. My most
common emotional purge at this point has been sadness, which is experienced
as a sense of heaviness and malaise that is being squeezed like toothpaste out of
my system. Sadness purges occurred uniformly towards the tail-end of the
primary visionary experience, often initiating the transition from the mediado
(a Spanish word that roughly translates as “meditation”; in ayahuasca shamanism
mediado is the period of visions) to the next phase of The Medicine. Then
certain purges seem to work on the physical body.

I think it’s important to emphasize again that The Purge is not
necessarily entirely about letting go and releasing. It also seems to involve the
capacity to look into areas of blockage and recognize in our woundedness a
certain strength. Where I have purged rage and anger, I have also connected
with the idea of the spiritual warrior that has been a guiding light in my search
for the Truth. In this sense, The Purge can develop one’s capacities of wise
discernment.

Our second ceremony geared itself towards a specific area of focus and
purge. The mediado itself came on quickly, hard and strong; I was entirely
overcome by a thick, black wave of energy. The visions themselves were
unsettling, rapidly oscillating and pressing me back down onto my pad. The
sounds of barking dogs and crowing roosters—yes, they crow at all times of the
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strongest. I have yet to develop the type of grammar that communicates the
nature of the sort of mediado we moved through during the first three hours of
this experience. Three of us in the room dropped into a synchrony-space, clearly
aware of one another’s thoughts and energy fields. It felt like dropping out of
the frenetic and mechanical obsessions of my mind, and the conditioned mind
and pain-body of American consciousness. This sense of dropping out was
simultaneously accompanied by an oceanic and surging tide, deep and satisfying,
from the wellspring of consciousness. The visions swayed soft and purple over
the clear waters, delicate petals rotating as they cast warm and infinite light
crossing rotund geometries. More than anything, this ceremony instilled a sense
of hope for future possibilities, revealing the potential of a life guided by the
light of Truth and compassion. It was all so obvious, so clear.

This deep light of The Medicine appeared to invite and reveal certain
spirits. In the depth of the visions, a very clear psychic channel opened up
between Gratefulbear and me. I sent her love and affection, and she received it.
During this period of openness between us, we shared a hallucination complex
in which the mushroom spirit came to us. The Medicine would invite in this
spirit, then draw us back from the scene and deliver a sort of narrative. While
separate messages were given to each of us regarding the mushroom, the visionary
component was largely shared. “The mushroom is also a way, but it can be
valuable to really exclusively focus on one medicine for certain healing,” it
communicated telepathically. “The mushroom tends to guard its secret with a
certain jealousy that can be tricky to work with, if you are not skillful with it,”
said The Medicine. The communication was perfect, and the message insightful.

As the mediado passed, there was a moment and The Medicine was
very clear. “Okay, I think you are ready for a bit more of this,” it said, and a
thick sadness purge began pressing out of me like snakes. I felt as if the light
had been invited so deeply into my system that it was massaging and drawing
out the purge. The mediado intermittently returned in deep waves throughout
the night, and I was hallucinating well past the time we again bathed in the
river that next morning.

In the time between ceremonies, bonds rapidly developed between those
who had come together to heal and learn from The Medicine. Miracle stories
abounded, not the least of which was the story of our wheelchair-bound
companion, Theresa, who had been almost entirely paralyzed after a
snowboarding accident had damaged her spine in the cervical area. After several
years of fruitless searching within the range of Western medicine she turned to
alternative medicines, including ayahuasca in Peru. She credits ayahuasca with
re-wiring areas of her nervous system, returning sensation to most of her body,

Ayahuasca Leaves by C.P. Gose
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04/20/2009 Iquitos, Peruvian Amazonas

Yesterday, shortly before we were to leave Iquitos for the ayahuasca
center at Genero Herrera, I made the snap decision to stay put and continue
recovering from and integrating our last session with The Medicine. There were
some concerns about the intensity and pace of the Infinite Light ayahuasca
program approach [http://infinitelightperu.com], and our party—which
includes a third person from New Mexico—welcomed the time for rest and
reflection. There were several signs encouraging this course of action, and things
have opened up nicely since. We have decided to rent a house—out beyond
Iquitos in the community of Santa Tomas—with four bedrooms, kitchen, and
a backyard that descends straight into a lagoon off the black water Rio Nanay.
The water itself is clean. The pace of life, as well as medicine-work, is significantly
more in tune with our needs. There are three local curanderas serving ayahuasca
and other plant medicines—we have been told that they almost exclusively
focus on members of the local community instead of gringos. Our new Greek
friend Nikolas—who has worked with shamans in the area for fifteen years—
said he felt we specifically needed this work and healing, and told us not to
open it up to other foreigners. Kind of an interesting development, I look forward
to seeing where it goes. In the next several days, we will be gathering supplies to
settle in comfortably. I seem to be purging something really deep, perhaps some
addiction-energy. I seem to be fairly lethargic; I think the five ceremonies per
week was too much. The ayahuasca itself seemed to indicate that two or three
per week is my limit. Clearly, I need to work on personal limits.

One of my best friends stateside was in touch recently; we’re missing
friends and friends are missing us. The United States—for all its affluence—
can be such a difficult place to live for certain people, especially individuals
who seem uniquely constituted as “Scouts” in this time of evolving consciousness
and its expanding edges. When I left the United States, it was with a profound
sense of urgency. I felt a great deal of strain in having lived in a country that has
been at war for seven years. I was plagued with anxiety, uncertain as to the
direction which was my heart’s path.

4/26/2009 Santa Thomas, Peruvian Amazonas

Last night I dreamt of my mother. There was a swirling buzz of scintillae
of light, purple and welcoming. We had a built an altar to honor her passing, at
the center of which was a book wreathed in purple light. She seemed very
pleased that this had come to a conclusion. Next morning our travel companion

and allowing for increasing functionality in her hands. Her presence was so
sweet, solid and reassuring. Her gorgeous smile was set below the clearest blue
eyes I have ever seen.

Margie and Erin were a couple on a multi-year spiritual odyssey that
had taken them all the way across the United States, building escape velocity,
then quantum leaping out of country and across Ecuador to Peru. In Peru they
discovered ayahuasca, which Margie credits as the “turning point” in her struggle
with diagnosed bi-polar schizophrenia.

The final ceremony was largely physical except for a very brief period
of mediado centered around extracting “fear bubbles” that entered as a result of
a couple of mushroom experiences where I went overboard with dose and blacked
out. I have been told that because of one’s degree of openness, and the lack of
protection in such a state, certain unwholesome energies can enter, and form
sacks. The Medicine associated these energies with the mushroom, and invoked
the mushroom itself. For perhaps ten minutes, I was in a state virtually
indistinguishable from perhaps two grams of potent cubensis. The driving and
alien quality was unsettling, so I invited The Medicine in—it revealed these
sacks of fear throughout my chest and began removing them. “These sacks are
causing the rashes you get in your armpits, they are full of grief and suffering.”

As it happened, a week after this purge I mysteriously broke out—late
one evening—with a very large rash that extended from deep within my armpit
across my chest and back. It didn’t itch at all, but was extremely unsightly and
covered my body. I took several showers, blew mapacho smoke over it and, after
perhaps four hours, it completely vanished. As it was disappearing, I distinctly
saw a presence over my right shoulder that firmly tapped my shoulder and was
gone. I may have been—in some sense—possessed. When it lifted, I was more
peaceful and solid than I can ever remember being. My anxiety is pretty much
gone, which is a real miracle. I feel myself less bothered by daily situations and
other people. I am more social and comfortable in social situations. The
therapeutic impact of The Medicine is unmistakable. We are leaving tomorrow
for another session. Miracles and healing abound:

limpia, limpia ayahuasca
puro, puro medicina

******
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Our traveling partner seems to have vanished for the night; not sure where he is
directed.

Tonight I discovered a very good method for ingesting coca. One starts
with coca powder, then adds a small amount of sodium biphosphate and just
enough water to turn it into a paste. The paste is then shellacked across the
cheek and left there. I imagine this would be very pleasant with cacao nibs and
some sweetening agent, plus tobacco. This may be the way to work with this
jungle coca, which is significantly tougher, with thicker and raw leaves. It seems
to need something to really get it cooking; the tobacco seems to be the kicker.
It feels smoother, calmer—more grounded and clear this way.

05/06/2009 Santa Tomas Peruvian Amazonas

“Sixty ton angel falls to the earth,
heart of metal and radiant blood.”
—Porcupine Tree

Last night I dreamt I was gazing out the back window over the jungle
at a scene as it was being dictated to me by a being like a sorcerer. The sorcerer
held a red cloth over the window, and a portal opened in the cloth, revealing a
group of flying saucers gently hovering over the dense forest canopy. Grinning
mischievously, he said, “the world’s window is open to you, whenever you are
ready,” and I hear knocking, rapid tapping at the doorway. Then, between
waking and sleeping, I’m still hearing the tapping at the door. Now awake, I’m
sitting up in bed and still hear the knocking. “Who the hell is that so late?” I
think to myself, reticent to get up and check the door. But we’re out in the
middle of nowhere; the street is entirely quiet. Azalea knocks on my bedroom
door. “Hey, did you hear that?” he asks, and we both walk downstairs to check
the front door. Nothing, but the house is dancing in spiritual energy. We’re all
wide awake.

Since my last experience with the ayahuasca, the extraterrestrial situation
has been foremost in my mind. Beyond the animal morphs, visions, and
transformations—out past the plant spirits—a doorway opens. A doorway to
other worlds, watched over by harbingers of intergalactic and trans-dimensional
energy. The harbingers suggest that plants—when fully received—transform
us into antennas for energy which we, in turn, hardwire and channel into the
collective species. So not only is the act of drinking ayahuasca a plant-animal
symbiosis, but that very symbiosis brings our world into the light of all worlds.
Returning us to the heart and cradle at the galactic center of our souls, the

commented on the “spiritual activity” of the previous night.
After several very harrowing days, we seem to have settled into our

new home in Santa Thomas. Tomorrow we will walk up into the deeper jungle
and visit our Greek friend Nikolas, who appears remarkably competent in
alternative healing and the plant medicines of this area of the Peruvian Amazon.
I am feeling optimistic after a rough couple of days. I just walked about the
house, blessing each room with fragrant incense, and the sky is dumping a
torrential rain right on top of us. The roar on the roof is deafening, and it is
quite late. Several things have unfolded in recent days.

Some days back I began chewing coca in the epic style and, at a certain
point, blacked out and was incognito for about forty-eight hours. Friends
watched me closely, but I was clearly not local to my body and chewing coca
constantly. I’m told I visited the market, went out for dinner; I have absolutely
no memory of these events. I think the ayahuasca can really make one sensitive
in the extreme to other plant energies. I apparently talked little except grunts,
and slept a great deal in between. All I remember is chewing some coca, laying
down for bed, and then “coming to” forty-eight hours later with people telling
me strange stories and giving me strange looks. Somewhat disturbing, really.
I’m just glad I was being watched over, and it seems to have served some purpose.

Shortly after emerging from this fugue, I was informed that my
stepfather had suffered a cerebellar stroke, which compromised certain motor
functionalities but did not leave him paralyzed. He’s a tough ol’ guy, he’ll pull
through this and be the better for it. He is constantly in my heart these days.

We gathered supplies for the house, and cooking materials: pots, basic
amenities, food stock including lentils and quinoa, produce, buckets for washing
clothes, utensils, towels, necessities. I’m quite tired of the hustle and bustle
pace of the Belem market, and look forward to a rest day tomorrow.

Tonight, Gratefulbear and I really settled into this spot, and there was
some clarity. I realized that the casual drinking I’ve been doing on the road is
causing a lot of problems and preventing me from reaching this domain of
possibility the ayahuasca makes available. So the alcohol is out the window
again. I seem to have a genetic predisposition to use alcohol in a destructive
way, although it can be quite subtle. The house itself is rustic style, made of
polished driftwood and quite spacious, with an immense living area and an
open kitchen with ample counter space. Upstairs is a landing—where we’ve
hung hammocks—leading out to a porch overlooking the central park. We
surrounded by the Rio Nanay and, excepting for a couple hours of discothèque
in the evening, it has become quite a nice place. Tonight we lay in hammocks
upstairs and spent gentle time with candles, chewing a little coca and relaxing.
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plants heal alienation from self, society, and world by connecting us to what is
most Otherworldly.

As the snakes—black and white, fused and serpentine—ascended the
monolithic world-pole, a light went with them. Clear and straight, their path
smoothly spun about the central channel and, reaching the top, lit up my crown.
“It’s an aviary, a birdhouse,” I crooned. It is circular and smooth with ovular
holes carved out on every side reaching deep into the center of my skull. Then
out pops the very white bird I have sensed for years, wings spread in resplendent
beauty. Black beak and empty eye sockets lit from within by luminescent and
translucent azure light, vision omnipresent and ocular across all senses and out
into the beyond. As it moved, the serpentine light followed in time, lighting up
the holes with a gentle and healing warmth, revealing each and every nook of
the aviary and spiritual structure of my body. “Your third eye is a landing ground
for ascending and descending spirits, a portal.” The bird glided softly about the
house, clearing insects and dark energies from my spiritual body. In time, all
things transform: all is change, all is flux and light, all is food for the soul’s
flight from the corporeal.

Then deep energies start moving from the center of my skull, a window
opens and I sense a confluence of inter-dimensional gravities as the inside of
my head feels pulled open from the center. A channel opens upwards and there
is a thin cloth—made of the most delicate material—that lights up from beyond,
and on its surface I see several thin beings. Mantids frenetically scamper at the
doorway, peeling back the edges and opening the portal up completely. The
beings are linked at the wrist and smiling as they turn in a circle, peering down
the dimensional tube and out onto the scene below. “We open the intergalactic
energies,” they say, “and when the time is right, you will travel with us to our
own starswarm.” I feel them pulling me up through my crown. “Do you hear
it?” echoes Azalea. “That low humming, it’s a UFO,” and they quickly vanish.
It was brief but very real and quite compelling. The UFO encounters have been
very matter of fact, as have those encounters with more spiritual and earth-
bound energies. But energy no doubt, something alive and vibrant, beyond the
human sensorium, yet contained as a potential within it.

Since this last ceremony, I have been pretty “out there,” really. Perfectly
anchored, but something has most definitely been stirred up. More than ever, I
am beginning to see there is a truth to these energies that is “realer than real.”

******

Toucan by C.P. Gose
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trance. The singing facilitates clearing, opening up and protecting the space. At
several points during the night, I clearly heard what were definitely spirits. The
ruffle of feathers surrounding my head. A scampering up the perpendicular
wall.

Azalea opted for a third dose, and just being proximal to his drinking
activated nausea for me. Then after he drank, I very clearly tuned into his third
dose. As the wave of visions pulsed from his body into our field of synchrony, I
said, “There’s something else here. Something I hadn’t noticed before. It’s like a
field of our minds.” An antenna extended from my chest, “calling all worlds,”
and a galactic sun rose, a beacon in the soul’s dark night. The alligators lurked
in their dark waters as the antenna towered from out my crown, a great and
ivory monolith. Then, pulsing with energy, I gazed around me in wonder.
Cocooned in a shining dome, glistening, and tastefully lit.

“I am the UFO,” it echoed. “Ashes, ashes we all fall down.” Irreverent
fits of ecstatic laughter, and the worlds opened before me. Spirits gyrating and
beckoning, uncoiling DNA spasms—a seamless fabric—smooth as silk—and
the alligators broke free from the genetic matrix and—sprouting wings—took
flight. Dragons in sequence taken to avian flight from out the top of my crown,
in deep and luminescent scarlet spinning disks through the house and out the
roof. “We have lift off,” and it was all so simple and clear.

The galactic vistas opened up as the dragons escaped the well of gravity,
re-forging my DNA and creating me anew. World upon world, stacked like
books in a library, and open for me to read. What great fortune to have been
opened to these dimensions of experience, to have beheld—not believed—the
transformation is complete. Renewal. The thread has unwound, a coil of flesh
and blood releasing the knot. Seven ceremonies, a full moon and light
everywhere.

******

05/08/2009 Santo Tomas, Peruvian Amazonas

Tonight we drink pure ayahuasca-chacruna for the final time here in
the jungle. The full moon crowns a sky bejeweled by stars, with Sirius shining
bright and blue in the southern sky. Chimes waft through the air, the delicate
shimmer of an intelligence best described as transcendent. Today we chewed
fresh coca leaves straight off bushes gathered up the Rio Napo. The fresh coca is
exquisite, flavored with a gentle menthol. I feel I have arrived at a place of
mastery with the coca; it is a powerful ally. The coca specifically seems to
accelerate The Purge, perhaps explaining the partnership between coca and
ayahuasca envisioned in the Witoto mythologem. My final chew was perfect, a
balance of the warming energy of the coca plant and the activating agent. I
spent several hours wrapped in the coca trance as I swayed gently in my
hammock, thinking: “it’s time for ayahuasca.” Today we cooked our first batch
of ayahuasca. Layering fresh vine of the cielo variety—a word that translates to
mean heaven from Spanish—with emerald green chacruna and pyramidal
chaliponga, the aroma of fresh ayahuasca is in the air. Something is opening up
within me, a powerful sense of the plants and the world beyond. I feel clear and
alive, the pace of things has shot through me and the very rhythms of the
jungle coarse through my body.  There is no doubt at this point that the
transformation is occurring at every level of my being, I feel like a new person.

05/09/2009 Santo Tomas, Peruvian Amazonas

The pure chacruna-caapi brew we imbibed last night—made by the
shaman—was hands down the most clear and powerful of the brews thus far.
Suavecita, in the shaman’s own words, smooth as silk. There be dragons in this
ayahuasca. The onset was particularly slow, taking a full ninety minutes to
completely develop. The presence of the old growth vine was quite clear, and
the purgative aspect was particularly pronounced on the physical plane. I puked
for the first time since the second ceremony, and puked hard. As the first set of
visions surged, both Azalea and I took a second dose. After gagging down my
dose, the visions truly took me away. The night unfolded in a reverie of songs,
whistling, and vivid hallucinations.

Early on I was seeing alligators, eyes cold and feline, over the surface of
still pools of dark water. For perhaps thirty minutes I moved through a powerful
fear purge, releasing yet deeper levels of anxiety and urgency—my heartbeat
was strong and steady throughout. Azalea and I sang and whistled together, my
first time risking this particular avenue of channel and expression within the
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                                           Joseph Ciccone

Where’s the OFF switch?

The last time we closed our eyes
We were young.

The night was wide; we met in a dream
resembling Volterra.

In the meantime, time began,
Everyone died, and something pulled us

By our belt-loops through a hall of doors,
Closing, one by one, behind us.

You and me, the rough-riders, approximate folk singers,
High-stepping it through the darkness,

I say to you, “Kiss me,” but you’re up ahead
Holding up the world.

You call back, “Pick out a star,”
But they’re moving too fast across the sky.

******
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                                                Susan Jones

The Suitcase
[New Fiction]

His name was Oedipus—“Edip” in Russian, pronounced just as in
French. He was as big as the table that held Tata Valentina’s brass samovar.
When freshly brushed, his thick coat glistened with the rich blue hues of the oil
puddles in the rutted road from the outskirts of Moscow to Tata Valentina’s
country dacha. He was generally ill-tempered, though never when Tata Valentina
came to see him.

A great black dog of no known breed, Edip had been strong and noble
in his youth, and was noble and dignified in his old age. He lived in the flat
across the landing from Tata Valentina with his owner, Baba Olga. Tata Valentina
visited him almost every day and brought him table scraps. As she conversed
with Baba Olga across a steaming cup of Georgian tea with jam, Tata Valentina’s
eyes met Edip’s eyes in lingering looks of mutual understanding.

Tata Valentina loved Edip as much as she loved her own son who had
fled Moscow to marry a Latvian girl and never came back to see his mother. She
loved Edip more than she loved any of her neighbors, except of course her best
friend Baba Olga. At times she felt that she loved Edip even more than Baba
Olga loved him. For as the years wore on, Baba Olga talked less of Edip and
more of her grandchildren, six of them, four of whom crocheted coin purses for
her and carved sturdy wooden figures of ponies and bison that they brought to
her when they visited on Sundays.

When the time came for Baba Olga to make the long trip east to see
her grandchildren—the two who did not come on Sundays with coin purses
and carvings of ponies—she turned of course to Tata Valentina with her request.
With sincere pleasure Tata Valentina agreed to take care of Edip during the
weeks Baba Olga would be away in far Khabarovsk.

   It was not much trouble. Tata Valentina had only to feed Edip, and
take him out for his walk in the morning and in the evening. She found herself
putting aside the best tidbits from her plate to take to him, to make up for his
loneliness. Often she would stay at her friend’s flat with the dog for an hour or
two at the end of the day, to keep him company and to talk to him of her cares.

Then suddenly, on a rare sunny April day, Edip died. Nothing
happened. He didn’t even seem sick. Before supper Tata Valentina went to feed

Love

That which compels water to water;
An ocean that cannot be swept away.

******

On the Banks of Lake Ontario

We watch as a boat falls off the horizon.
For a moment we stop planning how to get a piece of it;
And suddenly it’s all ours.

******

Dream Sequence

First, my friend the endless conversationalist.
Next, a line of goons heading toward the carnival.
Suddenly the first birds gathering for departure.
At some point, a charred pier leaning into the green tide.
The ghost of New Jersey howling.
Lastly, a monologue about how tomorrow I will be young again.

******
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they changed trains.
Then it happened. When they boarded the second Metro train, just as

the doors began to close, the helpful young man leapt off and back onto the
platform, taking the suitcase with him. It was not entirely unexpected. After
all, with the passing of the old ways everyone knew how dishonest young people
had become.

Tata Valentina raised a big fuss right there in the middle of the crowded
Metro car, but there was nothing to be done. The people around her clucked
and nodded and agreed:  Young men like that are just no good. Mafiosi, no
doubt. Thieves are everywhere, in the nicest of neighborhoods. It’s no longer
safe even to get out of bed. At the next stop Tata Valentina, holding her chin
high, got off and turned around to go home.

She struggled to keep the corners of her mouth from curling up, rather
pleased with herself, all the way.

The hard part came when Edip’s owner, Baba Olga, returned from her
trip. Tata Valentina told her about his death, how she found him lying peacefully
on the worn linoleum with no sign that anything was wrong. Then she explained
about the suitcase and the journey to the dacha that never came to pass because
of the young man in the leather coat who ran off with the suitcase.

Baba Olga shed tears into her teacup, but fortunately she understood.
Of course she was sorry Edip was gone, without even a proper burial. She loved
him after all. But he was very old and it was his time. In a few months she got
another puppy—for the grandchildren, she said.

For a long time Tata Valentina and Baba Olga talked over their Georgian
tea about the wicked young man and how he must have felt when he finally got
to where he was going and opened the heavy suitcase. Even the suitcase was old
and not worth anything, chuckled Tata Valentina. And the tablecloth the dog
was wrapped in—nothing but a rag. Just imagine the look on his face!

The two old women agreed.  Young men are all fools at heart: one
sidelong look from beneath lowered lashes and they’ll leap to carry even the
heaviest package or shabbiest suitcase.   A lady must know when to play the
coquette.

As Baba Olga refilled their teacups, Tata Valentina reached down to
pet the new puppy. He wiggled around to lick the jam from her fingertips.

******

him, and she found him lying there on a cracked spot in the kitchen linoleum,
as if asleep. He was quite peaceful, but dead.

She didn’t know what to do. She couldn’t reach Baba Olga, who wouldn’t
return for a long time still. She felt very sad for her friend, and guilty too
because after all she had promised to take care of Edip. And she had no idea
what to do with a dead dog.

At first she tried to contact the authorities. But, alas, in Russia seldom
is anything accomplished by contacting the authorities. She made some calls,
but either the telephone was busy, or no one answered, or if someone did answer,
they couldn’t tell her where to take the poor dog to be—as Tata Valentina
delicately phrased it—taken care of properly.

She talked to her friends, the few she could confide in. None of them
had ever encountered such a problem and could offer no help. So Tata Valentina
finally made up her mind to bury the dog herself.

She didn’t have much time to think about it. Winter was over and
Edip would not wait long. There was no place in Tata Valentina’s neighborhood
to bury him. Certainly a public park wouldn’t do. At last she decided to take
Edip to her dacha outside Moscow, beyond the rutted road with its puddles of
oil, to bury him there in her garden.

Getting to the dacha was a long trip: first the autobus to the Metro,
then two Metro trains with a change between them at Byelorussky Station,
then a third long train ride to the countryside, and finally another bus. For the
journey Tata Valentina wrapped Edip’s body in a worn white and blue tablecloth
and put it in an old suitcase. It was heavy. She could carry it only with great
difficulty. She had to stop frequently to rest, but, well—Tata Valentina was
very determined.

She was also very clever, Tata Valentina. By the time she climbed down
from the first bus at the Metro station, dragging the big suitcase behind her, she
was exhausted. Her arms ached from Edip’s weight. She stopped often to rest
and to think. And then she became a bit of an actress.

Approaching the entrance to the Metro, she straightened her shoulders,
smoothed back the white hair beneath her kerchief, and became flirtatious, just
a little. Her eyes grew clear and for a moment a bloom passed over her withered
cheeks. She turned her face toward the pale April sun and smiled as she thought
of times past, other trips to her dacha, and loved ones long gone.

Soon a strong young man wearing a leather coat and gold necklace
stopped and offered to carry her suitcase. He grinned broadly as he lifted it
onto the Metro train for her, and steadied her arm as he rode with her and
carried the heavy thing through the long tunnels at Byelorussky Station where
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                                              Jim Burke III

Editor’s Note: The following is part of an ongoing series derived from the
correspondence between Jim Burke III and myself, begun in 1992, and in the spirit
of the more enthused letter-writing tradition of yesteryear.

July 18, 2009
Hartford, Connecticut

Preface

I rarely include a preface in my letters to you, Ray, but since this one is
also an answer to the question that somebody asked you (about my belief that
we all become stars when we die), I thought it best to clarify an important
concept. The concept is the subjectivity inherent in the physical realm.

Even the question of what happens to us when we “die” is only answered
by subjective thought. I can never escape subjective definitions when talking
about the metaphysical plane because this is all I have to work with. So please
bear this in mind as I explore and define the word “star” to a greater degree.

We All Become Stars When We Die

My own particular life story begins like so many others. Two people in
love in the early 1950s get married and after countless attempts at conception,
succeed—the sperm and ovum join to create a human being, unique to the
universe: me. My genetic predisposition enables me to become taller than the
average person for my generation, with an above average intellect as well—I
enter adolescence, adulthood, mid-life, all the while experiencing the joys,
sadness, love, and heartbreaks that life brings. However, insights occur that I
feel must be shared. The most significant that I have experienced is the notion
that we never actually die.

We certainly cease to function in the physical plane, most of us after
70 or 80 years. But when we die, what occurs to our metaphysical essence—
that part of us which eludes definition by doctors, philosophers, para-
psychologists and other disciplines? I think of my essence as all thoughts and
experiences that I have accumulated, and apply these to the notion of
metaphysical constructs. One of the absolute constructs is love, pure boundless
absolute. Another is truth. I think people have forgotten that truth is a term
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evident now, especially with a little help from my friends!
I have deliberately avoided discussing “near-death experiences” because

all the most commonly disseminated information contains similar reports of
people leaving their bodies, looking down on themselves, and following a warm
light at the end of the tunnel. They report being sent back (sometimes at the
behest of deceased family members or memories), or returning on their own
(inexplicably) at the moment of resuscitation. The medical and scientific
professions state that this is merely a hallucination, caused by endorphins released
into the pleasure center of the brain. Perhaps these chemicals are a built-in
mechanism to ease the transition to a non-physical “life.” I still believe that:

We All Become Stars When We Die . . .
(then again, maybe stars become all of us . . .)

that, although used freely, has no business being so. Love and truth are what
exist only in a spiritual realm. Just as a drop of water becomes the ocean when
immersed in it, so does the essence of a person’s being when he or she dies. We
may become stars individually when we die. A plane with no need for physical
actions would be wondrous yet utterly simple. Perhaps we pass through the
metaphysical realm to eventually join the cosmic force and become the one
greatest life-giving thing that ultimately enabled this planet to sustain the human
population (including my parents)—a star! Stars are “born” every second of
every day in the cosmos. The Hubble Space Telescope is letting us see to the
beginning of time and, on the way there, the star incubators can be seen. Since
the dawn of humanity, countless people have died, countless stars have gone
supernova, and countless more have been born.

Western thought, however, tends to reduce the death experience to
scientific terms, but this method is flawed. Eastern ideas have always blended
the mind and body, as well as using analogies like the drop of water and the
ocean (i.e., completely apart before, and one and the same after). Our medical
science has begun to accept some aspects of Eastern practices; for example,
acupuncture is more and more accepted to alleviate a number of ills. But when
the physical body dies, our doctors pronounce it so, rituals take place, and our
memories confirm the end of the relationship with the deceased, in this physical
world.

The Eastern philosophies, on the other hand, continually point out
that it is not only possible, but that the actual purpose of physical life is to
achieve a mind-body connection by discovering absolute truth, then dissolving
it. The absolute truth resides within the physical body. When we die, the absolute
truth—pure love, unconditional, non-abstract—is released into the cosmos.
What actually happens during this process is unknown, and many doubters
will rush to point out that this is only conjecture. But I would respond that
existence has always been, and we only measure it in the physical plane. Such
devices would not exist on the metaphysical plane, because they would not be
needed. Time would not exist, at least with respect to relativity, because there
would be no need to measure it, to use it, no need to breathe and, finally, there
would be no need to love. The cycle of duality would be broken, and that is all
that would exist: peace and love. Hate and violence would not and could not
exist.

In order to take this concept one step further, one has to imagine a
plane of existence without physicality. What would be the purpose of existence,
or would the purpose of that realm be existence itself? I suppose my original
statement wasn’t meant to be taken literally, although the possibility is more Victor Vanek

******
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                                 Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Many Musics
[Fourth Series]

(Selections)

“Why are we here? Because we’re here.
Why does it happen? Because it happens.

Roll the bones. Roll the bones.”
—Rush, “Roll the Bones,” 1992.

i. Psychedelic Dream

You won’t know it by name, &
 therefore hesitate to call it home.
You will slide about, the music &
 shine sloshing around, the words
sticking deep then smile letting go.
 The night will deepen, full moon
crack wider, stars jingle with a
 leering brightness. Cosmos shivers.

You will wish to know more, marvel
 at how much you are marvelling.
That pretty girl dancing. That old man
 talking to the trees. Those shakers
& drummers rising that bonfire, what
 years pass! What lets go. What resists.
A moment comes, without wind,
 without cold. Passes, a regret, an instruction.
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but you’d bought me a whore like your
daddy had done when you were 18 &
really were cherry—& I told you later
it felt good, I was a man now &
understood better what a man feels & why—
You laughed & said I’d be cracking younger,
better poon in no time—I’d paid that
old bitch an extra fifty to make sure
the old man heard her moans & whimpers
out in the hall where he sat smoking weed—

There was a moment, Pops, I haven’t
called you that since I was 8 & you were
falling down drunk trying to teach me how
to throw a football like John Elway—
a moment, Pops, when I wish we could
have fucking stopped—figure out some
other way to get the money, to get back
at the sorry sonsabitches who put that
green metal box in our hands & that
bank as our goal. A moment, Pops,
when I would have given everything
to go back to the night of my 18th
birthday, watered drink after watered
drink, the ugly fists full of g-string cash on
every side of me, & the fat whore,
come on in, Pops, let’s pay more & do her
together, & again, let’s the three of us
get so fucking high we laugh & never leave this dirty bed.

******

When the light moves in again, a stirring
 in the many slumbers, some of the mystery
retreating, a recession in heart’s long night
 fever not sharply recked by your science
or your god, let memory’s best ear come forth,
 let your deepest song cry out, “This is,
this is, this is & ever is!” Let it cut,
 let it stain, let it ever sheer a bit
from the claims of daylight & its men.

******

ii. Two Men Die in Bank Bombing

This morning there was a moment—
before you woke, before we planned,
before the tools were packed & the truck
gassed up—

There was a moment, a memory of
that day with the case of MGD & football
all day on the TV—lousy fucking Broncos—
That—& the strip club—you bought me
a whore—she laughed when we were alone
& pushed her fat titties in my face—
I was 18, smacking her around a little
made me feel good, better than cumming
in that used hole of hers—I had to think
of a cheerleader I’d bang a week before—
no condom & her a blonde begging virgin—
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I remember a large cat with sickly
 yellow eyes, his paws too weak to wave
off my watching, let him die alone. I crouched
 in vigil, an hour, part of another, & that
was all. I learned nothing in seeing
 him go, neither where he went nor what
I should do next. Was this, I wondered later,
 all the lesson there was to get?

******

xxiv. Psychedelic Dream (ii)

Arrival is falling, the music lets loose,
a cascade of faces, these woods go on
& on, I understand this fire. Here I stand.
It is years ago, & tonight, & I am buried
too. Water in my hand, a stranger’s
blithe smile. Grateful I never held
God in a tome or temple & left the world
out. Here I stand. I understand this fire.
Arrival is falling. All the worlds burn tonight.

******

xv. Urban Pastorale

The lunchroom preacher talked of God
 & the devil, the one of open hands
& mystery, the other of lure & craft,
 & his ragged listeners nodded & ate
the food he’d bought them all. Paused, stood,
 he leaned over another, snoring boozy
in his seat. Preacher held his hand,
 fetched him food too. The man took the
sandwich, ate sloppily in a half doze,
 neon & liquor colliding his mind. Preacher
smiled, collected phone numbers from those
 with phones, departed with a straight back.
The ones remaining grumbled, nodded off again,
 til the lunchroom manager emerged, pointed to the door.

******

xvi. Drizzle

Said nothing goes away, nothing returns,
 yet the bastards between the beats & breaths
would will we live otherwise. Two clashing whys
 for every blow, every bloom, the long hungry
cries of a thousand distant nights. Would bid
 us believe one hour brimming virgin’s eager
juice, purposeful stars, & men untied to
 the collected wounds we call history, while
another hour the next step in world’s long
 story, its perpetual construction by a god
or genome. Yet ask whatever’s true but
 yearn for truth itself?
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xxxv. Americana
[Albert Bierstadt, “The Trappers Camp,
oil on academy board, 1861]

Only one of us had books in his bag,
 & him only two: a bible & a journal.
The bible he’d get out on or near Sundays,
 read us something with God & gore in it.
The other he’d write in from time to time.
 For a believer, he hated preachers, said
the country’s ideals would always tinge blood-red
 if studied awhile. He loved the beauty in things,
trees, sunsets, the animals we took when
 we could find them anymore. He said America
will always long for a king to make it right
 between what we destroyed & the cosmos.
Said he knew an old soldier who limped
 by a cane given him by a slave. A magic
stick for healing, carved in glyphs & animal symbols.
 Ate the food I handed him & looked up
at the moon. “We all need a stick like that.”

******

xxviii. Ceaseless Song

A blood canvas painted years ago, later
 sold at auction for minor coin, lost when that
old tenement burned. A ragged man stands,
 center foreground, looking distantly toward
a temple, hands folded against his chest.
 Nearby a squirrel & a crow war & play.
They circle round an oak tree until one
 cries & the other breaks for the branches.

He watches, an hour, & part of another,
 the world agitating round him. The temple
is old, sickly yellow eyes loosed in dark seas
 etched upon its iron doors, the legend above,
“some eat others” & below, “all the worlds
 burn tonight.” This was a dream I’d had,
when found that morning, whimpering
 of bugs. I wrote this before waking.

Finding the world mapless, its why both
 full moon & unknown, neither men’s lies
nor their truths can finish this song—

******
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liii. Psychedelic Dream (iii)

When did it matter the most?
When I smiled at another &
believed.

******

lv. A Spider Hung

A spider hung from the garbage can roof,
 spinning lightly in the cool winter’s
breeze, & I was so high & broken
 I begged it to teach. “What would
you know?” “How & why?”

“Make your web, catch your prey,
 have your fill.” “Men are more
complex than that. You didn’t tell
 me why?” “Because you are hungry,
you need meat, sex, & shelter.”

“No.” “No?” “What about song?”
 “Song is to lure another to mate.”
“Not else?” “What else?” “What of God?
 What made the world, a why,
& one’s destination upon death.”

“What is death?” “It’s what happens
 when I crush you, or to that struggling
mosquito in your web.” There is a pause.
 The spider wraps & feeds. “Tell me!
What is death to you?” “It is nothing.”
 “Nothing.” Another pause, my own. “Nothing?”
“No.” Years later, I’m still waiting better answer.

******

xlvii. God Isn’t Change . . .

Why did that first man cry out & run?
Something, blood, sunshine, pleasures
 without words in private hours.
Something, the disappointment in his
 laughing father’s voice. The press of teachers
for him to believe them, blindly, hungrily,
 believe like a slave in the mirror would.
Newspapers with arguments for facts.
Those private pleasures, touching, the voices,
 some of it dreaming, he never knew.

He ran. Someone would have come too.
He knew that. He ran because he
 had to, & nobody had before, so he
ran alone. Stole an icon from the temple,
 some thought to desecrate but, no,
it was his god too, at least those first
 nights under stars.

They found the icon in a clearing,
 half-burnt, wrapped in an animal
skin. He was not seen again, a story,
 a lesson, a warning that what cries
in privatest hours wills each most to run.

******

xlviii. God is Cash Money

What life does not give—
What cannot be taken—
What outreaches coins—
Staying moonlight, youth, weightless want—

Myths breathe by the men who believe,
 & expire when the last one falls.

******
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Talking softly, no microphone, we could hear him say, “There is violence in the
human heart, & there is tenderness. What I have learned is that God wants us
to crush both of these for him—”

There might have been more but we didn’t hear it. The report hurried on to the
motel room & the girl & the guns & so on—the stand off on the TV

“Do you understand?”
“I don’t know.”
“Do you understand?”
“Please. God. What?”
“Violence & tenderness.”
“I don’t know.”
“I tried to teach you.”
“I’m sorry.”
“When you offered like that—”
“I—please—”
“And I asked if you had before—”
“I never did. I told you that.”
“Do you know what I learned in the jungles? Do you?”
“You said it was—life & death?”
“I saw worlds without end. I walked & flew & dreamed until I disbelieved in
nothing. Nothing!”
“OK OK”
“I saw worlds born & others burn endlessly. I never thought I’d come back here
until you dreamed me that night”—

She loved when the moon was nearly full, but not quite. Now we’re the same,
she smiled, nearly full tonight. She left her window open & the crimson curtains
drawn so she could dance as she did, clearing her room of its debris, its lacy
things & trinkets, there was nothing but these nights & the rest was a mask for
others. She moved slowly across her floor, more & more heated by the nearly
full moonlight & she knew he watched, as he had long watched, & he was
coming nearer all the time, she would dance for him & they would know a
moment, her cries were an animal’s that night until she passed out, & finally
dreamed his face—

The reporter was getting bored. Police had brought in a negotiator but they
had been talking on the phone for nearly an hour.

lx. Hunger: A Song

“though sometimes it is necessary
to reteach a thing its loveliness”
—Galway Kinnell,
“St. Francis & the Sow,” 1980.

There was a brutal report tonight,
the story to do with violence & tenderness,
as most good stories do,
a heavy hand, a shred bit of cotton,
as most good stories do,
& we listened at the bar because, well,
fuck, it was Saturday night, look at the bunch
of us there, late, all the good-looking women
already being hurried home for fucking
or whatever, so we sat listening to this report.

He was a preacher, though nobody was sure of his name. That is, they thought
he was this preacher who had hit it big on TV back when, but lost it to the
usual devils of whores & cocaine—so they thought that’s who they had holed
up in the motel room with the runaway girl & a lot of guns & bibles & liquor—
oh, everyone leaned forward to hear—

What was being said now was that this preacher’d gone underground, maybe
Peru, left behind the paid pussy & zombie powder, no he took to the jungles
with the natives, really sunk in, nobody tried to find him after awhile—he had
nobody anyway—seems in the jungle he’d found darker gods & mysteries—
but this was speculation—

What was known, maybe, was that a preacher had emerged on the gospel tent
circuit the kind of which had not been seen in decades—he collected no money
for his shows, & never stayed in a town more than one night, & never too big
a town—it’s like he was a shadow but what he preached & how he preached
it—

There was a video, someone had snuck a phone into one of his shows, strictly a
no, but anyway it showed the crying & the fainting, & then it showed him
talking, just a clip before it was cut—
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He outdrove the few who followed. He told me quietly it would be easier to
just get them another preacher than try to right whatever demons took my
head.

The motel we checked in never saw me in truth. I don’t think they would have
liked it. But I knew. I knew what my dancing & dreams & the moon had
conjured.

But it went wrong. I mean there was a moment I thought, us sitting on the bed,
him touching my cheek, breathing close to my neck—but then he said, “If it
could have been anyone it would have been you” & when I leaned forward—

I bring everyone to my place because everyone knows I have the best hash &
someone brings beers & a few girls, probably drunk, bored, & horny, show
up—& we look online for the story of what happened at the motel—was there
a shootout? Who was the girl?

The reports contradict each other badly. One says she was a runaway high
school girl with a taste for weed & older men—others say she wasn’t that young
or that innocent—like she was feeding this crazy preacher a line—so we smoke
on it—smoke & smoke—the girls get high & want to fuck—the night passes—
at least I get one who could suck cock pretty good—

Before she came out, he’d begun talking again & she believed again for a moment.

 “Myths breathe by the men who believe, & expire when the last one has fallen.”
I look at him, waiting.
“I have no myths left. You were my last one.” I turn from him & I hear the
noise of a gun. As I open the door & walk into the police searchlights I wait for
the bullet to take me. It doesn’t come.

For a moment this bitch sucks my cock so well, I mean deep & rhythmic &
hard, that I can’t see, I’m hallucinating, crying, there’s a thick smell, a smell like
sex & trees & rot & fruit all in one, & while it lasts I see the preacher’s eyes
bright as a deathly fever—

“She won’t leave him. We don’t know her name or anything about her.”
“What about the noise? The cries? The motel called the cops. That’s why I’m
here.” The negotiator shrugged & was leaving when there was gunfire. Everyone
ran for cover, the cops panicked & would have gunned down the door & killed
everything inside if it hadn’t opened at that moment.

She came out, in a slip.
Hands timidly raised, barefoot.
Her face solemn, & unafraid.
No blood on her was her own.

The bar was closing, they’d let us stay to watch the report even after they killed
the taps & locked the door.

 “Wait. Is he coming out?”
“In a bag. It’s time for you gentlemen to get along home. You can’t stay here.”
“Why is it taking so long?”

I went to him when he came to my town.
I went to him knowing I’d never come back.
I dressed for him & sat in the front row.
I smiled but kept my eyes down.
He would claim me. I’d wait.

“Violence & tenderness,” he said over & over, & I saw how his face had thinned
from the pictures I’d found online of his younger days.

“Violence & tenderness. God wants us to crush both of these for him, wants us
to relinquish ourselves, our wills, whatever defiant hangs by our bones.”

I nodded & waited. I was not shocked as the others when he cried up to the
skies, “No! I do so no longer! My last night of this! Fuck you! Fuck you! Fuck
you!”

When he took my hand I went quickly, there were angry shouts. He was not
being paid to cuss at God & defy, we left quickly.
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Many Musics
[Fifth Series]

(Selections)

“I believe that the truth of the matter
is far more terrifying. That the real truth

that dare not speak itself is that
no one is in control. Absolutely no one”

—Terence McKenna, “Dream Awake Lecture,” 1994.

i. I Was Never Pretty

There was an hour between, maybe less,
 but an hour, or at least a between,
when childhood’s sense peaked, the apex
 of a little truth I return to, that cries
my heart not from sentiment but because
 everything that came after, nearly all
of it, was a long, arcing sound of manacles
 to the wheel, a choking, a consumption,
a human drive to slave the stars themselves
 & make them squeal in capitulant song.

I was never pretty after that. On this cracked
 desert floor tonight I confess. I was never
pretty. What I gave hard as any, give hard
 tonight & still, is music, many musics.
I wage music against the slavers & hold
 the stars will redeem what little truth I still bear.

******

“You wanted to know”
“Yes—I”
“Let go”
“I—”
“Let go!”

There’s blood & cum everywhere.
It’s like I exploded all over the room.
All my violence, all my tenderness, was gone.

******
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xiii. Thirteen

When they buried your voice, & I was
 afar, a stone & a paid patch of earth:
you took what beauty translates worlds
 & whether or not you still sing it,
I know your music still plays on.

******

xvi. The Way is Dis-Illusion

And years ago, on a city bench, the man
 I sat with was sad, his woman was young
& had finally fucked him over. I wanted
 to give him those words, the ones that heal,
even undo. But there aren’t any of those.
 I’ve looked. Healing comes as afterward,
from wreckage, with too many memories
 crowding into bed, & mornings that
need something & give little back. I sat
 with him & told dirty whore jokes because
that’s about all there is. Gave him my hand,
 pointed to the moon, the healing comes.

It’s dirty healing at best. Hungers return,
 again need sating. The way is dis-illusion.
There really are no words that undo.

******

iii. What Remembers Despite

There is the temple.
There is full moonlight.
I choose the temple to look at the moonlight
and listen.

******

vi. Pathos (To a son or daughter)

The queer of the joke is on those who say
life’s tale is told in the hand dealt you.
Four cards are turned over practically
when you’re born, but the hidden fifth presides,
it’s where you’ll find possibility, not chance.
Take your years to show it to others, but
an hour will come. On that hour, turn it!

******

vii. And the other one—

You won’t need the sun to direct you
to best thoughts of light, nor too many
books when there’s a rhythm or at least
a tinkering breeze nearby. You’ll sniff
the bastards, tend the angels, call it a song
by words you’ll make, or someone else will.
I won’t doubt you, if we meet in this world,
& if not, that’s what the harder dreams are for.

******
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xx. Prison Planet Blues

When the fat man with the blue doll
 who looked like him said it, of course
nobody listened. He held his street corner
 day after day, & spoke in deep warning,
nothing to it. Then the first ships appeared overhead
 in late summer, silently. He tried to explain
but no, there was something else. We expected
 something else, we want something else,
we deserve something else! He tried to say,
 smoking his cigarettes through their filters,
holding his companion day after day, “what if
 you are right? What if the Universe was
created by men? What if they have been
 growing you for resources? What if the
doubt slivered into consciousness, & its furious
 terror of death, could have been removed
by pulling off your pinkie nail, & bleeding
 through to original programming, what life
was before we were marked for cultivation?”

He shakes his head. He looks at his doll.
 Looks around his street corner. Nothing yet. No.

******

xviii. Psychedelic Dream (iv)

I am in bed, holding a sack of sand,
 it is a precious thing, I am afraid,
I am holding it, & now I wake up.

I am dreaming that I am awake &
 telling my lover about the dream of
holding the precious sack of sand, she listens.

I wake, but do not, & where is the sack?
 I panic & seem to feel it again in
my hands but is it leaking? Am I losing it?

Awake this time? Seems so. The sweat,
 the bed lamp, your movements to rise.
How do I hold this sack now, now that I know it?

******
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xlviii. Self-Portrayt

I climb inside my own mind &
 start to root around—
I climb inside my own mind &
 here is what I found.

A beat-up orange football of foam.
A headless plastic horse. A few wrinkled
Playboy magazines. A room, at least, of books.
Countless thrift store notebooks with filled
pages like this one. 1000 movie stubs. 1000 scatched LPs.
The beat clothes of a tall man never pretty to himself.

I find the flowing image of a woman,
continuous in every shadow, on every wall,
a want want want radiating about her
& the only question I have as a frame:
do I want her heart or her cunt more?

There are children who never grow up in here,
ever crippled, ever needful, & splotches
all around them of crying guilt & hardened love
& both of these are not mine but invaded
me long ago & will not part me til I blow into the wind.

There are voices, just voices, preserved
from long dead years. They mock my hair,
my height, the shoes I wear, the very smell
of my tired, confused, unkempt body as I grope
among them in markets & classrooms.

And there are trees, millions of trees,
& a moon above, & great of concert of stars,
& there a mountain, & over there the sea,
& sometimes all of this seems gone to me,
like only men & their savage waking blood exists at all.

xxxix. More Feedback

There was a movement in the shadow,
 a flash of pink, a breath, a quick word,
maybe it was like the gesture that commenced
 to create the stars, maybe it was
the men-herd feeding brutal & half-aware,
 but you & you & I alike make the choice
what to heed, the masters to their duty,
 the slaves to their dance.

******

xlvi. I Dream of Guns

I dream of guns often, & wonder at this.
Sometimes on an old car seat, sometimes
in a policeman’s hand. One time in an
office, used by a security guard to keep
me in sight, move me around. I suppose
the gun, those seen & those felt all around,
guards the hours, patrols the rich man’s
keep of golden coin & fine ass, lets the rest
know that we tend the steering of
a boat not our own, & that these controls
existed when guns were yet sharpened rocks,
& will exist on when men guard & direct
other men by harnessing starlight itself.

******
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ix. Psychedelic Dream (v)

In that dream or high or song
I held my pen & looked at the page
& nothing came: I sit very close,
hunched into my pages, let the music
in my ears swathe my mind,
let the desert’s long full moon beams,
let the ocean’s wild fecund hustle,
led the woods replace my bones, tree up
my body, let the sun break me into
a thousand rays, let the love jingle
my mind & the pain trouble my beat &
breath, & I didn’t stop & I haven’t stopped
& I will not stop because something listens, something needs this.

******

lx. Season of Lights

It wasn’t years ago, like many of
 these stories, no. There was no full
moon, as often is my light. I am not
 telling one more story of fine ass &
tryptamines because I can, there are my
 hours, this is what I do with them.

There were pain, but it was not stuff
 of music, & I caused as much as
I got. Was it reaction, was it revenge?
 What isn’t in this world, one way
or another? But there it was, not long
 ago enough to be long ago, merely ago.

There are demons, too, & we regard each other,
& I say who? what? & they say you,
& others, many others, every other, when will
you know? I say I wish, they say let be,
we nod, we smile, there is chasm, there is hope.

And, last, my pen, this pen, many before
it, many to come, & this page & this hour
& I am inside my mind which looks like
& not like this world. I breathe, relax.
A beat, another. These words are my music,
how I tell of life, & they shine in my mind,
so all told here may stand revealed, &
the room for so much more yet to come.

******

liv. Train Through City December

Rains all night. The way is dis-illusion.
I walk upright, herding my many musics
& a sometimes sagging heart. I see faces
struggle in the season of lights, what it is,
what to do, how to shock themselves to happiness.

******
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I walked the streets, thinking how
 do I unlearn all I no longer
know? How do I do this? I’m
 telling you about something still fresh,
not an old tale with all that came
 after. No. None explains. But I had to know.

And so here I sit before you, no cup,
 no line to peddle. I sit before you
on this street corner, a shout’s distance
 from that great tree of lights, &
I do not know. None explains.
 But I ask you now, now, sit with me.

Sit here with me, a minute, an hour.
 We don’t have to speak. Sit with me.
We’ll look at the lights. We’ll watch the faces.
 We’ll wonder high & low because that’s what humans do.
We don’t have to speak but we may find we are singing.
 We’ll feel the drizzle, the great miracle of doubt, & the love.

******

I sat alone, with many others, &
 these were neither friends nor enemies,
& I worked, & we worked, & nothing
 we made mattered, these hours weren’t
even pretty enough to be ugly. What, then,
 about this? Why remember it to this page?

It was because I looked up, suddenly,
 & nobody saw me do it. Looked up
at something, was it an insect flashing
 by, tiny & up here on the 20th floor?
It was, & nobody noticed but I did not
 look down, I watched it, this visible
buzzing, watched it for how it did not
 belong here, & yet here it was.

Dissatisfied, thrown, now restless
 to know more, yet what book, or
which teacher, what great human path
 of knowing would explain? None.
I knew this. None would explain.
 That’s how I ended up here. None explains.

And for a long time it hadn’t mattered
 anymore. I had my work, alone &
among many others. I had a chamber,
 a cupboard of food, a deck of cards,
& a body to fuck every night. None
 explained but I no longer knew or cared.
Now I did, & I had to know, or at
 least I had to look again new &
so I stood up & left my desk,
my work, & climbed the 20 flights
down to the street, a mid-morning
 of drizzle & hustlers with begging signs.
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down a steep hill. It crashed into a hoffbrau. Your friend was the M.P. sent to
the scene. He reported the driver popped the lid, lifted his index finger, and
said, “Bier, bitte.” What else could he do? Billy wrote. The name of the hamlet
was edited out by the military censors.

You miss Billy, your crew, even your Commanding Officer. You wonder
why it is not your family that you miss the most. If your dreams are any
indication, it is chili dogs from

Joe’s Flamingo Bar & Grill, and the dark-eyed Erica who serves them.
You always wake up here. Here where you forage for food, victuals you never
could have imagined eating, some which made you sick and some that just
plain tasted horrendously. But you do what you must to survive. You did your
best to follow the survival training. Even eating ants—good source of protein.
The flora and fauna didn’t conform to any training film. Especially that creature.
It is hanging around your camp. It looks dangerous.

You are foraging for food when it comes upon you. You’ve seen it before.
It only stands where shadows lie, but you have a good glimpse today. It has the
head of a lion, the body of a billy-goat, and the long scaly tail of a snake. That’s
a chimera, you would tell yourself if you remember your Edith Hamilton well
enough. You’ve seen it circle your hut, seen it stalk you. You have nicknamed it
the name of a lion from stories you read before being marooned.  You call it
Amra from a made up language of stories you read as a kid in Weird Tales. It was
that or Aslan. The creature steps into the glen, steps toward you. Its vermilion
eyes lock onto yours.

It is one reason that you saved that one bullet. One bullet for you. It
will not have you, you vow. Not have you alive, you really mean. You reach into
your pocket for your good luck charm. Is its presence the reason you are still
alive? It is the dog whistle you had for your mutt back home in Kansas. You
only used it once. Your dog twisted its head, it’s ears up, and its brown eyes
displaying what you thought was pain. You never used it again. Till now. Will it
cause this creature the same pain or discomfort? You blow the whistle with
every breath in your twin lungs. Its head twists just the same.

You must make it back to your camp, your hut with its compass for a
doorknob.

You run. You run and you run.
It—the chimera chases. You run harder, your lungs flapping like

butterfly’s wings. And suddenly it pounces into your path. Flames fly out of its
nostrils. Puffs of smoke float in the air like low hanging clouds.

The pistol is still in your hand. You check the clip one last time. One
round only. You need to spend it now. One bullet, one shot, one chance. But

        G.C. Dillon                                              G

One Bullet
[New Fiction]

You check the clip for the third or fourth time that day. Empty. You
slam it back into the Navy issue .45. The last bullet rests in the chamber, waits
for the squeeze of your finger upon the trigger. You are saving the last round for
yourself. It’s not that you want to die, you tell yourself, it’s just you have nothing
to live for. At least here.

You remember. Remember how you got here, remember your last flight.
Your patrol of torpedo bombers got lost, nothing looked right from the air. The
landmarks were all wrong. Just wrong. Was there panic? Fly east. We should fly
west. You can’t determine west. The compasses are out, useless. The planes are
missing their clocks to time your course changes. Set the sun to your port wing
and you will reach home, you were told.  One of the radios was out, too. It was
your radio. The flight leader wouldn’t change to emergency frequencies for fear
of losing you, your plane, your crew. Was it your fault the patrol never made
contact with the necessary radio towers? No, you tell yourself. Yes! The squadron
ditched when the first plane’s fuel tanks went below 10 gallons. You are the
only survivor. One out of fourteen airmen. You washed up on the small island
you flew over earlier that day. One of the wrong landmarks. Bimini? Or
someplace else? Even someplace alien.

You must still be in the Florida Keys—or so you tell yourself, though
you know it cannot be true. The sky is more a maroon color than blue, and the
ocean is greenish. The sun doesn’t set in the west according to your compass
anymore. Perhaps that is why you set the device into your bamboo hut’s door.
It is only good for a doorknob now. Here, wherever here may be. Some other
planet or realm of reality. You could be in Elfland or circling Alpha Centauri
for all you know.

But you must still be in the Keys, you tell yourself, if you are to ever be
rescued.

You could not have complained about your posting in Florida. Naval
Air Station Fort Lauderdale is warm. Your buddy Billy is stationed in occupied
Germany. He went Army. It is so cold and icy there that a tank slid sideways
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                                 Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Notes from the Northwest
[Commentary]

Portland, Oregon

Rocket ships to the moon. Mapping the very DNA of life. Still this
blood. Still leaders cry out for it, and the people respond with lusty yes & yes &
yes. Til we no longer divide ourselves into tribes and deem the earth no more
than a human battlefield, the war goes on. One year, one place. Another year,
another. The following my response to today’s news, and how it echoes and
echoes and echoes, from antiquity to now to centuries unimaginable hence.
Unless . . .

The day’s news headlines told of one nation invading another, & a
general’s boast of how many targets awaited, we will crush you, crush you, the
firepower we bear is goodly, Godly, each explosion speaks our blood vengeance
for every dark memory, every wife & child we’ve lost to you, every home &
marketplace, we will crush you & more, you will never harm us again, our
God-possessed weapons will annihilate your bodies & your very souls, your
way of life, plots & plans, what you believe, what you love, what you hold waits
beyond this world, feel this anger that our countless generations have cumed,
the cries of our rent mothers & fallen kings, & baby-faced soldiers with their
limbs & guts gone, feel it, feel us, each of us, as we crush you, destroy your
crops & your roads & your bridges as you have destroyed ours, but you did so
with a false god, thus a false premise to your idea of who would vanquish whom,
for you see you are the evil we speak of in our sacred stories, you are the other,
the terror beyond hills & woods & dunes, what we train our children to loathe,
to fear, to cry out in full-throated triumph as it is destroyed. Your soldiers, your
women, your old men & women. Your kings & presidents. Your artwork &
sacred books. Your calm scenery & Sunday outings. You cannot live that we
may. We may, we must. We will. You are whom we vanquish, & how our God
will praise us & bless us with eternal prosperity, with fruitful lands & newly
married wombs. Our preachers gesture us toward these hoped-for days, a month
& a year & a century after we have destroyed you, & others like you in this

which direction does the barrel point. Which of you will eat the bullet?
The chimera pounces. Your shot goes off. The creature bounds into

you, knocking you to the ground. Its weight makes it hard to breathe. But your
bullet is lodged in its brain. A bloody hole in its eye-socket drips on you. You
took your chance, made your choice, spent your last shell.

I’ll not die today! you say, you swear, you make a new vow. You toss
away the spent handgun and unsheath your survival knife. You wonder, if only
for a moment, if they hunt in packs.

******

Catfishrivers
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But I wonder if this really works out either. I wonder because while it
may be an observable truth, it’s not as though any area easily and completely
accepts its local norm.

What then? In truth, I don’t know. I do know that it’s interesting to see
the issue of gay rights surface as yet another Democratic president stakes his
presidency on achieving nationalized healthcare. Bill Clinton’s efforts failed in
the early ’90s, and he lost party control of Congress in 1994. I’ve wondered if
some powerful opponents to government subsidized healthcare have seen a
template for victory in what happened to Clinton—his disastrous “Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell” compromise, his healthcare defeat. While I believe Barack Obama
to be a smarter, more wiley president, his victory is not assured. This summer
will see an vicious all-out assault on what’s called the “public option,” designed
to offer affordable coverage to the tens of millions currently unable to afford
health insurance.

Why would anyone work to deny this basic right, basic need? I believe
it also ties into the same thinking that opposes reproductive rights for women
& civil rights for gays. I believe that there is a deep-seated fanaticism in this
nation which opposes helping the weak, the poor, the sick.

To build a strong, an all-powerful Empire capable of dominating &
converting the heathen world, it comes down to this: women must breed in
large numbers, gays must be converted to heterosexuality or destroyed as
abominations, the weak & sick must be left to die as their seed will weaken the
Empire, & the poor who do not die must provide the raw power to serve the
rest in menial jobs until they, too, die, leaving their progeny to take over their
places on the line. The masses exist not to live long, healthy, fruitful, upwardly
tending lives but as batteries (like in the 1999 film The Matrix): work, breed,
sicken, and die. Their numbers thus will remain large, but not too large, &
they will never become a real threat to the Empire’s ruling classes, its corporate
theocracy.

There is in this nation a thick, ugly stratum of thinking, a self-
righteousness, driven unto fury to purify the population & drive out or destroy
those who would not take their assigned part. It is only a part of the population,
but it is the most dangerous, the most unwilling to reason, the most likely to
burn, to pillage, to murder, & then kneel afterwards with shining eyes raised to
the skies, convinced that the destruction & spilled blood is a necessary part of
doing God’s will & work.

What yearns in each human heart toward truth, a clear answer regarding
how to live & why, can as easily raise a fist toward another as hold out a hand.
No legislation can snuff out such a yearning, no education can with certainty

world about us, & others to come in other times. Peace will come fully &
finally when you are each & every & all dead & we the blessed, we the people
of the true God have no more fears to worry about when we walk our children
in the park, pray in our houses of worship, gather for trade in our marketplaces.
Ever & ever. All of you must die. Our true God allows us no other option even
as your false god says the same. Blood speaks one truth. Our God speaks one
truth. Paradise builds from your graveyard.

******

It isn’t difficult to deduce that in the U.S. reproductive rights for women
(including legalized abortion, contraceptives, sexual education & counseling)
is a political issue kindred to gay rights (gay marriage, partner health benefits,
& so on). What the religious fanatics in this country have tried to do, with
some success, is to frame the debates over these issues as ones based on morality,
rather than as issues of individual civil liberties. Why? Gay men & women, &
women with educated autonomy over their bodies, do not dutifully follow the
biblical command to be fruitful & multiply. For zealots, a man’s seed belongs
inside his spouse’s unshielded vagina for the purpose of procreation. No
condoms, no pre-marital coupling, and a clearly strictured choice in sexual
partner. Celibacy is for priests. Prolonged bachelorhood is not an option. Sexual
experimentation is an abomination.

It’s not enough, in responding to such a view, to say there are many
paths to the truth. One must say there are many truths as likely as there is one
truth. While it is certainly possible to live in a society of heterogeneous beliefs
without there needing to be a victor & the rest defeated, yet it seems that this
society can at best treat representative democracy as a kind of sport in which
two sides somehow successfully divide neatly & encompass the wide range of
views. The mass media propagates this cartoonish version of valid cultural debate
about gay rights, reproductive rights, & many other issues for that matter (the
Iraq War, national healthcare, and immigration, to name a few), & many of
our most intelligent thinkers fall too often & too easily into this trap. Winning
is all, whether during the Super Bowl or on Election Day.

What, then, does one do with issues such as women’s reproductive
rights & gay rights? Create regions of the country where one side or the other
(remember: only two sides allowed to each question) wins utterly? One could
say this exists already. Urban centers have tended to accept and integrate gays
while rural areas have not. Sex education is urban. Sex abstinence teaching is
rural. Abortion choices are more common in cities.
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lessen its power, or its vulnerability to smiling lunatics in handsome suits, bearing
books of pretty words about cleansing annihilations.

What hope, if any, to take from all of this? None of us are totally
immune to persuasively made answers to the gnawingly difficult questions we
bear about suffering & purpose. Allow your doubts of gurus & other so-called
“bearers of light.” Question each & all who claim to have solved life’s mysteries.
Keep your feet moving, your mind fluid, your beliefs subject to questions &
doubts, change, transformation. He who refuses to change, whose awareness
rusts with presumptions too long held about what the world is, & how it works,
is, I believe, one who will move a couple of steps slower than needed when, if,
the fire-wielding singers of songs about purification come to town, with a leader,
& a plan—

******

“Fish, amphibian, and reptile, warm-blooded bird and mammal—
each of us carries in our veins a salty stream in which the elements
sodium, potassium, and calcium are combined in almost the same
proportions as in sea water. This is our inheritance from the day,
untold millions of years ago, when a remote ancestor, having
progressed from the one-celled to the many-celled stage, first
developed a circulatory system in which the fluid
was merely water of the sea.”

—Rachel Carson, The Sea Around Us, (1950, 1951, 1961)
http://scriptorpress.yage.net/BM55_2008_carson.pdf

Begin these notes with the ocean, a moment, an hour, a day by its side.
KD is taking pictures, I am sitting on a log of driftwood near the water’s edge
writing.  It is a high day, for many reasons, neither of us have been to the ocean
in years, never together. We’ve gotten a hotel room near Tillamook, Oregon,
home of a famous dairy factory (cheese, milk, ice cream). This day, Halloween
perchance, we packed our bag of food, cameras, & notebooks, & came down
to the water.

Chilly, but no rain. Dogs & humans roam the shore familiarly, many
we guess from the fancy houses on the hilltop behind us. Oregon’s Pacific shores
are free to all. A right, a mercy.

Primal, all this. The herons & gulls flying by, the driftwood & kelp
drying on sand, sun, the clouds. Confronting the ocean simplifies things. Here
is mystery made visible. Here is power. Here is beauty. Here too is vulnerability,

AbandonView
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craves: the why? acknowledged & answered.
Neither film explains. The demon in Paranormal Activity that plays

with Katie throughout her life, before taking full possession, never says why
her. Likewise, Dr. Tyler’s daughter Ashley, Fourth Kind is taken & never returned.
The funny thing in critical reaction to films like these is not surprise in what
they depict but debate over how convincing the depiction. It is agreed: Life is
about trespass.

Life’s not fair. Shit, shafts of gold, mediocrity. Both reward & suffering—
sometimes earned, sometimes not. One can’t “save” the world but for patches,
better hours. Sometimes the rules are clear—sometimes not—sometimes
followed—bent, broken—changed slowly, suddenly. There is constant
movement if not change, movement & change being imprecisely similar.

So the impulse to ask why? is followed by a desire to explain. The human
mind uses tools to try & cohere its world. Observe the natural world, the world
of men, the inner workings of mind in thought & dream. And what result?
Books, libraries of them. Churches. Civilizations. Empires. Human structures
large & small intended to face the world’s fermenting chaos, give it a name,
reck its process, & assess how to best make one’s way through the world’s tangle.

Thing is: roots & vines are always coming over, under, & through the
perceptual walls one erects. Truer is that the roots & vines begin & terminate
on both sides of the wall. The wall is a mortal individual’s struggle to deduce
the relational nature of me & the world. Trespass runs all ways.

In the case of these two movies & their conflicts, the explanations
given are demons & aliens, both conceptualizations with long familiar histories.
Tomes & tomes of embodied trespass, named, catalogued, explained. The why?
impulse, the why? hunger.

And here’s the thing: we don’t know why, as individuals or as a living
kind. Sometimes one of us convinces to know, is full of a passion like knowing,
& this knowing may become institutionalized, and grow to encompass far more
than the original knower imagined or intended. Killing in a god’s name is rarely
an idea attributable to the great prophets. More to some of the keepers of the
bureaucracy built in stone & blood around a prophet’s name.

What humans drive to answer are three difficult questions:
Why am I here in this form now?
What do I do?
What happens next?

What these questions point toward is perhaps an even more fundamental one:
what is human nature? Stated in variation: Are we here as God’s stewards of the
world? Are we gods ourselves, waiting to know this? Are we the results of the mysteries

the finite limits of the planet’s epic reserves to support life.
It takes me a long time to really settle. Our sandwiches taste soggy. I

take turns with KD snapping pictures. We walk & walk some more. Finally I
sit, I listen. A rhythmic music, the sound of this wet world breathing, visible
evidence of how alive the earth itself is, & how a body as far away as the moon
exerts affect.

I wonder: is all of this proof of God’s hand or the shape of that hand
itself? In truth I find I need no proof nor does the idea of God interest me.
Whatever all of this is, where from, where bound, here it is, now. The fact of
this world, whatever larger thing it beds in, whatever clock or rules it may
operate by, the challenge is to shape one’s faith complementary to one’s questions,
so each may breathe & flourish like this shore.

I write & write because I came here to open my pores wider than in
awhile. When the light begins to leave, KD & I return to the view-deck near
our hotel. We take pictures, especially of a large heron standing unmoving in a
puddle a ways from the sea itself as the tide recedes. The trick seems to be to
clasp hands tightly with & live by the idea that “our home” counts for herons
& humans & kelp & driftwood & all the rest alike. Oh what a trick!

We watch the sunset as its calliope of colors breaks & re-makes our
hearts.  Not just the moon & its gravity, but the sun & its heat electrifying this
world with life. The mysteries stretch ever outward, one affecting another, each
many, many all, one in many in all, the hungry eye, the questing soul looks
upward & does not see dead stars but live light, every night its arriving message,
its reassurance that there is enough room in this universe & however many
others for each to look deeper & deeper in & then turn, by hope or despair or
both, outward, a single animate mite on a noisy little rock, but also more, so
much more, ever more, & still ever more.

Without answers, not an hour’s or even a minute’s certainty gained by
our experiences, we nonetheless retreat to our motel room as two of the blessed,
bearing high gifts that urge play, work, gratefulness, love, a proofless trust to
keep breathing.

******

What good films like Paranormal Activity & Fourth Kind tap, aesthetically, is
the deep-seated human fear of, & curiosity toward the other. In both of these
films—the former about demonic possession, the latter about alien abduction—
individuals are malevolently trespassed. This trespass, even worse, seems random.
Like being poached from a herd, without the explanation the human mind
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                                              Judih Haggai

thoughts fly apart
body unhinges

a new leaf unfolds

***

plastic garbage bag
dog hopes for treats
sudden love affair

***

sack of peanuts
visitor raids my store

beak by beak

***

of evolution, which itself is the creating force? Where are we bound?
I believe that our responses to not knowing the fundamental why? of

human nature, or the world, or the universe, show our best & worst in action.
Wars, slavery, institutionalized structures of loathing for a rationalized “other”
(whether nature or another religion or skin tone, or aliens, or demons) reveal
humans over & over to be driven to harness what is terrifying—attempt to
control, to master.

The best of us manifests as art. This is what I come back to over &
over. When why? inspires music, poetry, or films like these—grappling with the
other, the other’s trespass, the way explanations fall impotent to a face in terror—
or ecstasy—I believe we near something better than explanation. If the map has
no definable borders, then anything is possible. Anything is possible.

I think the catch, or challenge, is this: what to do? What to make? How
to fill the hours & the years? And what to do about the aliens & demons out there?
They are coming over the wall all the time. They are already here. Sometimes
they are a kind of other. Sometimes they are us. The biggest, happiest question
of all: what to make next? I believe that as dark, as terrifying, as trespassing as the
world can be, we must continue to make next.

******
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                                     Ralph H. Emerson

F is for Flutter
[Essay]

If you try to imitate the sustained noise of wind or surf with your
mouth, you’ll probably make a long swirly ffffff sound or extend the breathy
hwwwwuh you’d use to blow out a candle. That sort of onomatopoeia
automatically brands both F and W as windy letters. The shape of F even looks
like a flag floating in the wind. Indeed, before the Romans borrowed it to
represent the f sound, F had served in the old Greek alphabet (under the name
digamma) as the Greek letter for w.

Wind

Besides once sharing a letter, the labials f and w also bring airy
connotations to the words they begin: flag and wave, fly and wing, flail and
whip. Some w words begin with sw, like swoop and swarm. Both sw- and fl-
words tend to have literal meanings of ‘moving in air or water’: swim and float,
swarm and flock, sway, swoop, swish, flicker, flap, flutter. A swan is a water bird,
swifts and flickers are air birds, and swift and fleet both mean ‘fast.’ The airy F
easily adapts itself to water because air and water are both fluids, the chemical
term for substances that flow. That’s why the Latin verb fluere ‘flow’ is so close
to flare ‘blow’. Watery English words like flood and fountain draw on the same
phonaestheme; so does flookum, the circus term for ‘drinks or other liquids’.
French slang for ‘water’ is les flottes, and ‘river’ is fleuve, like Italian fiume or
German Fluss.

Mostly, though, F is the air letter. In an alphabet poem of 1788 called
“L’Harmonie imitative,” the Frenchman de Piis wrote that F expresses the dash
and flight of the wind (“exprime la fougue et la fuite du vent”). It flogs with a
vengeful whip (“le fouet vengeur”) and breathes fire, flame, and smoke (“le feu,
la flamme et la fumée”). Two other Frenchmen of the same era concurred: Charles
de Brosses remarked on the association of fl with “fluid, whether fiery or aquatic
or aerial,” and Charles Nodier said that F’s natural suggestion of “breathing or
whistling” explains why the letter is so common in wind-instrument words.
His examples were fanfare ‘trumpet flourish’ and fifre ‘fife’, to which we may
add French horn,  flügelhorn, flageolet, and flute.

alas a farewell
i stand at the gate

and wish

****

still a bird sings
morning breaks to a lone song

distant crow responds

***

body wakes
mind wakes

heart longs for infinity

***
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Next year, John Kerry lost the presidential race after his opponents managed to
brand him as a “flip-flopper,” and worse yet, as a man who “looks French”—a
dreadful insult in any era.

Politicians disclaim weakness by repudiating F’s and W’s. “We shall
not flag or fail,” Prime Minister Winston Churchill promised war-torn England
in 1940: “We shall never surrender!” His memoirs for the year confirmed it:
“We had not flinched or wavered. We had not failed.” George W. Bush’s writers
borrowed that in 2003: “We will not waver, we will not tire, we will not falter.”
Even the Founding Fathers of 1776, says David McCullough, wrestled America
into being despite their personal “flaws and failings,” not to mention the “ruffled
shirts and powdered hair” that made them look “like fops, softies”—or women,
if he’d dared to say that.

The Fair Sex

“Who’s that Girlie Girl?” asked a recent headline in my local paper.
“The Ruffles are Flapping in the Wind—A Flourish of Feminine Details Moves
to the Fashion Front.” The article opened:”“Flick those curls. Flutter those lashes.”
Flapping in the wind—see how air is reflexively mentioned alongside the F’s?
Femininity resides in swirling fabric fanned by F’s breezes. Virginia Woolf said
that women’s presence is mixed with’“the flowing of robes,” and de Piis wrote in
1788 that F trembles at the rustle of light taffeta, “frémit quand on froisse un
taffetas léger.”

Anne Hollander’s Sex and Suits also used F’s to evoke women’s dress in
the 1700s: “In the French fashion plates, the feminine figure is filled out with
puffy fichus, ballooning skirts covered with bubbly furbelows, vast airborne hats
festooned with ruffles and garlands, supported by mountains of frizzed and fluffed
hair. The whole cloud-like ensemble is further attended by the movement of
thin veils and ribbons that catch the air as the lady walks.” Similar words appear
all over the book—frippery, fanciful, frivolous, froth, fussiness, fantasy—until it
reaches the Victorian era, when a few influential women finally reined in the
decorative extremes. They feared that “feminine fashion” would otherwise be
forever “seen as feminine folly in material form, female weakness made manifest”
and be “forever linked . . . with falsity.”

Modern women tend to downplay the F’s along with the ruffles. A
relative of mine says his daughter’s wedding “won’t be a fluffy thing; she’s not a
frilly girl.” Actress Cynthia Nixon says she’s “not much of a flitter, not much of
a flirter.” Lisa Kudrow’s Phoebe on TV’s Friends is a parody of flakiness, a quality
that real-life women carefully disclaim. I have heard one woman dismiss another

In Japanese, ‘flute’ is fue, ‘bellows’ are fuigo, ‘waving’ is furu, human
‘breathing’ is fuku, ‘blowfish’ is fugu, and ‘air or wind’ itself is plain fu. Chinese
for ‘wind’ is feng. (Cantonese ‘big wind’ is taaî fung, our typhoon.) Nigerian Tiv
uses the verb feher for the ‘blowing wind’, fehe for ‘human exhaling’, and fiisi
for ‘farting’. Japanese fuki is ‘flatulence’. English itself has fart and flatulence,
plus fizzle for a ‘quiet, sneaky fart’—a type similarly called a feswah in Arabic.
Onomatopoeic F’s are definitely world citizens.

Airy Nothings

Atop the onomatopoeia rise the castles of metaphor. In English,
metaphorical F words most typically begin with fl- and have a distinctly
dismissive tone: flimsy, flaky, flashy. The quality they mock is ‘insubstantiality’,
the lack of heft and firmness we associate with airy things like fluff, fur, fuzz,
fizz, foam, froth. They are all “light as a feather” and in danger of floating away
on passing breezes. Here are some figurative subsets: ‘Weak’ is feeble, frail, feckless.
‘Trifling’ is fussy, finicky, fancy. ‘Marginal’ is fringe and freaky. ‘Impermanent’
suggests fads, fashions, fancies. ‘Cheap’ suggests flea markets and flophouses.
‘Unsuccessful’ describes failures, flops, fiascoes. ‘Wasting time’ is futzing, farting,
or fiddling around. ‘Playing’ is frolicking, fun, frivolity, foolishness. ‘Casual sex’ is
a fling, otherwise called fooling around, philandering, fornicating, or fucking.

Although fuck is taboo enough to be called “the F word,” modern slang
uses it constantly in figurative ways, most often to help express the very sort of
F notions listed above. Fucking around is ‘wasting time’, fucking up is ‘failing’,
fucking idiots are ‘useless’, and “I don’t give a flying fuck” is supremely dismissive.
Earlier generations put their F’s into comical interjections like phooey! fie! faugh!
fiddlesticks! fiddle-de-dee! All of those meant “I don’t care a fig for it,” the same
sentiment so vividly expressed in the French phrases “Je m’en fiche!” and  “Je
m’en fous!”

F’s also characterize liars’ smoke, their fibs, feints, fudges, and flattery.
Hardcore liars are four-flushers and flim-flamming fly-by-night phonies. The
smoothie lawyer in the play/musical/film Chicago is Billy Flynn. “All your legal
foofarawing only frazzles things till there’s no real right or wrong left,” says a
homesteader in a Jack Schaefer story. The Folger Shakespeare Library called a
recent exhibit “Fakes, Forgeries, and Facsimiles.” Fact or fiction, who can say?
Naturally, political rhetoric is prime F territory, one that Arnold Schwarzenegger
entered when he joined the 2003 California governor’s race. “The politicians,”
he declared, “are fiddling, fumbling, and failing.” He was promptly accused of
trying “to fake his way through the election” with “‘fuzzy math’ on steroids”!
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typical: even the actor who played him called him “flawed and silly.” That could
also describe Felix Ungar, Basil Fawlty, and any number of fictional Freds, from
Fred Flintstone to Freddy Krueger. Among novelist P. G. Wodehouse’s many
Freds are the’“loopy” uncle in “Uncle Fred Flits By,” the comedian Freddie
Flowerdew, and young Freddie Widgeon, who happens to be a virtual double of
the lovesick Freddy Eynsford Hill in My Fair Lady. They’re both idle young men
about town—flâneurs in French, footloose and fancy free. Shakespeare’s Falstaff
and Lt. Fuzz in Beetle Bailey represent another stock F type, the inept soldier.
Some of these soldiers are even cowards, like Harry Faversham in A. E. Mason’s
1902 novel The Four Feathers and Sir Harry Flashman in George MacDonald
Fraser’s tales.’Sir Harry? Lord Sebastian Flyte? Little Lord Fauntleroy? Yes, for
the very nadir of male weakness is the F aristocrat, a type best dissected in
Restoration comedies three centuries ago, with the likes of Lord Froth, Lord
Foppington, and Sir Fopling Flutter.

Of course, not every F word applies to fops, flirts, or flügelhorns. I
have room for only the few meaning-associations that seem most salient and
characteristic. They are very real, though, and the uncanny agreements in all
the vocabulary items and illustrative quotes show clearly that the webs made by
these associations stretch out very similarly inside each of our heads. These
webs lie just below conscious awareness, in a twilight where “most of our overt
language behavior is accompanied by a flurry of covert word-association activity,”
as Roger Wescott says. That hidden chatter is what I am trying to interpret, and
if it often sounds facile and chauvinistic, that is exactly because it is unconscious.
But isn’t it interesting!

******

Judih Haggai

as “kind of flaky . . . floating in and out,” and Whitewater convictee Susan
McDougal wonders today if she seemed “flaky” while “fluttering and flirting”
through her Southern girlhood in the 1960s. Femmy women do seem flaky
now: a feminist dare not be too feminine.

Those words are all rooted in Latin femina ‘woman’, akin to femella
‘girl’ and our own female. (French and Swedish girls are filles and flickas.) The
F’s are for biology. The girl next door is supposed to be fresh and frisky, lovely in
face and figure, a “young, fertile, fruitful woman.” So said actress Scarlett
Johansson at age eighteen, freely naming the fecundity that Harper’s could only
hint at in 1886 at when it praised American girls as “feminine and fair.” Our
ancestors wrapped female fertility in ruffles and insisted on calling the effect
femininity, never noticing how their chaste ideal subverted itself everywhere it
went, growing femmes fatales and forbidden fetishes in its shadows and helplessly
trailing a caricature parade of flibbertigibbets, flappers, and flighty, flirty, flippity
floozies.

Lighter Than Air

Feminine men, especially gay ones, are subject to similar caricatures:
fairy, fag, flit, fruit. Gay flight attendants are air fairies or flying flames. An old
book archly mentions “Oscar Wilde, the noted flower fancier.” Two men in a
play “are disparagingly presented as flouncy homosexuals.” The gay golden boy
in Evelyn Waugh’s 1945 novel Brideshead Revisited is Lord Sebastian Flyte, and
the old German word for a gay man was Florenzer. Gays are fey, effete, effeminate,
flaming and flamboyant, and they say “Fabulous!” Can you feel a breeze? On the
cop show The Job, one character remarks that “Gays like harp music—it’s light
and airy, like them.” Yeah, says his buddy, “That guy was floatin’ a foot off the
ground!”

F’s also peppered reviews for 2003’s hit makeover TV show Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy. Its gay makeover artists, the Fab Five, are “five fairy
godfathers” who “sweep in” each week to transform a straight slob. (Two other
reviews said “swoop in.”) Greg Morago of The Hartford Courant said this “giggling
gaggle of five fabulous, fearless flibbertigibbets armed with exfoliators [and] color
swatches . . . dangerously flirts with the stereotype” that “all homosexual men
have inbred fashion-accessorizing, flower-arranging” skills. Another reviewer said
the show was just a harmless “fantasy fulfillment” about kindly attention, and
Maureen Dowd yawned that straight men were increasingly going for “femme
tastes like facials” anyway.

Straight F men are weak and comic. The sitcom character Frasier is
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                                                Ric Amante

Retrieval

Tonight we take apart the mirrors.
Assemble before mute silver squares
and inspect the stream of journeys and faces,
unpack the suitcase of red skies and storms.

So an old woman with cataracts
leans into the washbasin
and dimly sees her first love,
remembers how his kisses
tasted of salt and fire.

Or a not yet weary traveler—
drunk on clarity, short on time—
peers around a jagged corner
to sup with a grizzled hawk.

And a child, gleaming in late-day sun,
careens down an icy embankment
on a rectangle of cardboard
into darkening shadows of oak.

All these lives lodge
for an instant of eternity in sheets of glass
until they spill out into thirsty eyes—
so tonight let’s take apart the mirrors.

******
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The civic lessons of Citizen X
are the unmediated gifts
of white clouds above,
the full awareness of strange forces without,
the real news of starlight
streaming steadily in.

******

Thanks

I glimpse my alcoholic Doppelganger
signaling me from the back of the bus.
Unshaven, mid-twenties, notebook on lap—
a slightly forbidding yet genial presence
blinkered by metaphysics and wine.
Something good sprang
from the bottles and buses
and books—some harsh ecstasies,
an outsider’s edgy faith.
But after the last blackout—
details of which escape me—
barbs of shame rent me like cloth,
fumes of annihilation blinded my eye.
Ordinary stuff—
except this time
there’s a woman, a lover, a partner,
a voice to attend in the future.
A messenger, I now think,
who heralds other planets,
a constellation, no doubt,
vast as honesty.

******

 Citizen X

Citizen X decides to grant himself a news-freeze,
to tap into his inner globalism
and listen and watch
the booms in his mind,
the busts in his heart,
warfare among viscera,
peace treaties between the senses.
He becomes an unpaid intern
studying the effects of sunlight upon water,
an embedded correspondent
reporting on the casualties of memory,
an anonymous blogger
tapping the keys of self-knowledge
for an audience of none.
He realizes the cyclones, genocides,
scandals, technologies, movements
will persist without him,
the decades of investing in facts and figures
yield the same unknown quantities,
the agitations and rhapsodies of information
only dilute his wholeness.
Yet this isn’t blissful ignorance,
spiritual retreat, solipsism, extremism,
or wistful self-preservation
so much as the release of the chattering toxins
and impertinent vocabularies of the derivative.
Soon he’s singing himself back to the wind,
dropping smiles in the river,
returning his dread to the authorities.
There seems to be nothing to hate anymore;
the murderers were just ill and lonely.
The scrapings in his gut may be hunger
or cancer or the birth of a satellite messiah
orbiting the earth in righteous streaks.
And if his lack of engagement leads to lunacy,
what of it?
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spasm & shit—

True, sing true, the shined face warped below passes with its slaven pride &
woe, tell you nothing for a kiss, tell you something for a dime, tell you everything
if you make it good, down in the molten fall, make it good down there, tell you
all, with a streak of grunts & an arc through inner skies without staying visitor,
ever—

Sing true, says the book while a skinny yip of pages, deep vow to the endless
night, brutal hand to a sky harder still, sing true, yes, I will shake & flake, a
clumsy bullet in its chute, this is how, how’s why, why’s truth, truth a bush &
its fruit flaming & poison to everything known, true, sing—

Whatever it leads, sing true, nights barking empty to skies tinned with brights,
sing it with both hands, all three, what releases when so much for the bin, hard
want of shake & flake, teaching skin to shine without sun, lean to wet burble
but come only a few words, the inner scratch wished is knowing not by name
alone—

What’s to come but seed of years harm & heal, only lesson is yearn’s, only path
is humble’s, only truth is Art’s, & there are two ways of touch, choice is a slide,
ranges with will—

Breathe. Again. The first turn left or right & none turn back. The first note a
cry, a croak, a wet noise, a challenge to all listening, & to every note to come—

True. Sing true. Left or right.

ii.

Midnight when the quiet parts & the way splits out to light, & a puff of an
answer, wispy drift on distant treetops, the air is cool steel, the light bounces &
a few scattered inches reply, come to me, path, I am hardly more than just
another who wakes & does not know, is this waking? Hardly more than who
loves & does not know, whatever was love? Point to it! Where its flick, where its
live hustling tremble? Who wants & does not know, what of it but shit & sweat
& semen? What of it but yearn’s countless hours, what was it then, more of a
hard pull for least relief than two touches warming to one, what was it? Ask
enough & kindling up an answer?

         Raymond Soulard, Jr.                              Jr.

Labyrinthine
[a new fixtion]

(Excerpts)

“Sorrow drifts into your heart
 through a pinhole

Just like a faucet that leaks,
& there is comfort in the sound

But while you debate half-empty
& half-full, it slowly rises

Your love is going to drown”
—Death Cab for Cutie,

“Marching Bands of Manhattan,” 2005.

None other but sing true, call it deep vow, brutal hand up the sky, to the endless
night, call it hard flutter from what slow breathes within, call it the remaining
clod from a thousand stellar & fool hours, still dangling close, still a grasp to
the wheel, still a fang in new dreams, hours of trilling grace, hours shattering
deeper within minute by minute, foul silences of waiting, fouler still when the
words come out to preserve one heart or torso at the shedding of another—

None other but sing true as the steerage gives way, sweetness falls now distant,
the breathless hover of youth but another plank of raw memory by plank of
ruined wish by plank of what hungers flatten the wall & which blood to rule,
& a blight of bruises kept close in a bag none other may touch or know, none
may touch or know me, none may touch or know, this what becomes in the
awful place to sing truer, oh, crank it, climb it, crawl farther in, is any safe safe
enough?

None other but sing true, down streets of neon trash, crowds around a quart &
a bark of glaring newsprint, this quarreling hour won’t come again, sing true,
wail when the note eludes, cry, croak, when a mug of heat shivers up every
morning hand & dulls black every nocturnal one, when all of it seems little &
less, true, sing, cry, croak true, to a why clustered in world’s daily spiral of
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iii.

It was a lousy time in my life, I admit that now. I would have then but
I don’t think people work like that, don’t want to. We keep up the shitty job,
the shitty relationship, the loser friends. This place was the central station of all
that.

I’m not sure when it started going like it did. But there I was, dealing,
& then I was doing some myself.

Little things. Fucked my girl’s best friend. Stupid reason. She wouldn’t
do coke with me & fuck all night anymore like we did, like we did the first
night we met & lots of nights after that. Something happened & she wasn’t
into partying anymore. She liked me enough to go with me but she was looking
around. Not at men, I could’ve handled that. She wanted out. I think she wanted
to take me too.

So naturally I fucked her friend, fucked her on our bed, fucked her
when only more luck than I had would have kept it secret.

She left. There & then. Packed & walked out, not a word.
So now I’m stuck with this friend who’s really fucked up. Likes it hard,

OK, lots of women do. Likes it really hard, OK I can handle it. Wants several
guys at once, whoa. Coke head gangbang over the S & G? No.

I kicked her out but we kept fucking at her friend’s house about twice
a week. See the run of this? The cosmos brings me back here of all the places
I’ve stopped?

Was there anything else, anything good?
The toothbrush? Fuck. I don’t know.

He doesn’t have to move his seat to remember. Unlike a lot of others in
that crowd, he kept his hygiene. Kept it like a church when all else is burning,
you might say.

And why? Those months he stayed with his granpa in the country.
Made him brush morning & bedtime. Wash his face. Floss. Fucking floss!

But see his bathroom door had a lock. The one over the S & G that is.
So the party kept out while he took care of these ablutions.

A yellow toothbrush. A tube of toothpaste. They talked.
Yah. See? But that’s how it was. Middle of his coke-fueled years, no

sign of God or saints in any of it & he’s listening to them talk every morning.
The new girl, his old girl’s best friend, had got him a new toothbrush

& a tube of paste.
“The old ones are ratty. I figured you’d thank me.”

I dream this world, it turns by woods & steel, black shaft & white
leaves, dream it & do not know, called it hunger for the cleft miles thousands &
days years ago, call it dream with remain of faith in shifts, this, that, behold! Or
just the night fine without wrinkle, groove ever bootless toward the tune—

A brutal report & wake. Wake or awake? What was it? Who?
Why the word “dis-illusion” on his mind, hyphen & all, & that great

bang too, he could not immediately connect the two nor distinguish between
them; it was like the bang spoke the word or the word emitted the bang, so
what was it then? What had happened in my dreaming?

Had he really died? He looked around, the air muddy with early
morning light, silhouettes of his many things unmoved in the night. Seemed
like the hours had simply lain nearby & waited his return yet something now
not ordinary, something, points at angles odd to the light, dis-illusion?

Try to remember now. Not one for black outs yet what else he’d call
this isn’t clear.

Just one fact recalled would save him, one fact of waking to crack
dreaming’s membranous hold, all the foolishness about dying would go. Just
one fact.

His lower back hurts, like often in recent mornings. Tight, stiff, he
wasn’t sure, a pain that passed with his shower. Not much to worry on, not
likely.

What fact then? Focus, Jack! Look, there’s your fact maybe, see that
neon sign outside? Couple of hours & it lights up, S & G Pizza. There! OK.
Simon & Garfunkel Pizza, someone called it. Some wiseass. Who?

Dunno, but something, a knuckle of a fact if not the whole finger. S &
G Pizza. Good ol’ S & G Pizza made of clay & rubber cement. Cheap though.
A dollar a lousy slice. Five bucks for the whole shitty pie. Come baseball season
they grow a line out the door. Monday nights free slices from 11 to midnight.

S & G. What the fuck am I doing back here? How long ago I lived in
this shitpile?

He squirms violently on his bed. Can’t get up, can’t go back, needs a
better clue but scared, really scared now.

What was that bang?
(The way is called dis-illusion, molten new press to go.)

******
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And I bet if any nookie it’s ‘Stina who shows up, probably with an
ostrich egg full of coke & the Celtics’ back court to party. And I get to choose:
watch or take my sloppy skanky round!

No, this isn’t working. Whatever this really is, he wants out. No cameras seem
to be watching him but why would they need them? Angels, aliens,
transdimensional bug-beings from the tri-moon Arse-World? Nah.

He gets off the bed, seems to have a body, seems to work in the usual
way. It’s still not dawn, if they have dawn around here, but enough to look
outside a ways & see how far this delusion reaches—

A bridge. The S & G sign is lodged in a bridge . . . of glass? Alright.
Stretches out endlessly, alright.

So then, Jack, is that how they brought you here or how you leave or
both? It an exit or a test. Come on, man! You’ve read books when you weren’t
fucking whatever wiggled twice your way!

How to know? Dead, dream, sweet reveal of yon hereafter? He looks back at his
room. Remembers the last time he fucked ‘Stina there, he’d taken to pushing
the bed to the side so he could fuck her slowly on the floor. Make her beg.
Wouldn’t let her come. His fury twisting into a muscle enveloping his body, a
rhythmic rage, then she spoke

“Don’t you love anything?”
“Wha—?”
She jerked around til he pulled out & let her up. Her so-light blue eyes

muddy with fuck & powder but straight at him now.
“Don’t you love anything?”
He stares, lifts off her, lets that freaky fine fucking ass of hers loose,

says nothing.
“Come on! It’s not me. I know that. But what? Who? Do you believe

in anything?”
For a moment something held between them. A clarity, a wordless,

lilting, beautiful hover. For a moment none of this was ruin & revenge. She was
a pretty girl, worth a soft, shaping hand upon her, a sugar-filled heart given,
timeless even beyond youth’s ever-arcing raw yearn, the moment birthing its
impossible lengthening stretch.

She sat up in a crouch. “You know what I believe in? What I love?
God. You think cuz you bang my ass you got all of me? You don’t even get that
last bit when I come, or when you won’t let me. God gets it. Always has. Always
will.” Finds her pack of Marlboros, snaps one into place.

“Did I ask?”
“Sorry! Shit.”
“You’re not moving in.”
“How does getting you a toothbrush & paste equal that?”
“It does. And you’re not.”
It went on like that. It didn’t matter then & none now.
But they talked. He kept using his old brush & old tube though it was

running low.
“I’ll be done soon.”
“Don’t worry, he’ll use you to the end.”
“It’s OK. I’ve served my purpose. I’m ready to move on.”
He tried to use as little each day as possible.
“We all move on. That’s how it works. I’ve got a few ideas on the

matter.”
“Like what?”
“Well, OK. The physical part of me, this tube, it will end up in some

landfill. Break down, feed the worms, as they say.”
“Is there more?”
“Sure thing! Some part of me affected the world, I think that stays. A

stain. A scar.”
“Is there any more?”
“Yah, at least to my idea. The rest moves along, it’s not bound to this

world. I think it just goes somewhere else.”
“Heaven?”
“I don’t know. It’s just an idea.”

I listened to this, whatever it was, they talked about lots of things, & then the
tube was really empty & didn’t talk anymore & I threw it away & I wish I had
some choice in it all because I would have thrown away everything & everybody
else in my life to keep that toothpaste talking to my brush. My granpa promised
me brushing would serve me well for all my life. “You only get one set!” he’d say
serious & smiling both.

Why am I back here?

iv.

What then, I don’t know, was the shot a gun to my head, am I dead? Is
this hell? Sure, that works. Life over I get sent to the S & G Pizza in the sky to
wait for what happens next. Shitty pizza, lots of it, I bet it’s free up here.
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He threw her out that night. They kept fucking but there was no more
talking & he enjoyed it less. Gentler, harder, it did no good. God got the last
bit. Always had. Always would.

It’s a bridge, alright, & looks like glass, but it has no rails. Just a walkway
to forever who knows how high above, what? The dirty sidewalk with its stuck
gum & butts & crusts like the real S & G? Nothing?

I could try that door there, see if I can just use the stairs to leave. Those wooden
steps with the dead bulb? The dead wires, really, since he tried putting in a new
bulb himself one time & the switch still didn’t work.

He walks to the door, & tries the knob. It opens, & there’s the hallway & there’s
the stairs.

A choice then. Nobody stopping me. Why do I think which way I choose will
bring me deeper in or pop me back out? And either way no going back?

v.

So wanting to call the good natural & the bad aberration, hold up, stumble, those
words are crackling with ambiguity, wild glints from the building’s lower-floor
windows but not near its basement nor its root—

Wanting to believe the open hand sweeter true than the fist, wanting, if not single
holy explain at least a cluster of bright lights tossing worlds out & receiving creatures
home—

Wanting to nod that beauty fills the pocked world & overflow, & more coming &
whether a stream or a dangerous hard burst, a sad cry may be heard over the years &
miles, rescue is one chance more than none for every existing bit of the cosmos—

A dawny hour & dream raises the perplex of countless diasporas at demise—what’s
buried, what lingers in memory & deed, what travels back, along, elsewhere—ah
sugar!

But, raven-eyed clarity argues later, no, what is, is, nothing to join, nothing to resist,
flesh torn by bullet & tree by hack, the quietest laugh of two in an alley’s thin cover,
great young kings slaughtered with wine & generosity fading on their faces, old
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he had said “Breathe.” He breathed, he praised. For that matter, he shat, he
praised. He was sullen, he praised, he was ecstatic, he praised. He was praise &
even this was putting it too complexly.

So do I leave? I stayed much longer last time. Long after I gave up. I
had nothing else. By when I realized that what I needed exactly was to fuck
blind & mewling one of those drink-bearers they were gone. The bartender
watched me but kindly; I could have talked to him though he wouldn’t have
fucked me. I was too pathetic.

What would I have said? “He’s gone. My path is gone. I came here to
beg him, maybe I would have followed him & killed him if he had said no. I
was the last of them. I thought I had won, outlasted the rest. No. I’d simply’lost
last.”

The bartender, have locked the door, closing time, came over & offered
me the couch in the back room. He knew I was sober but in a way worse for it.

I declined, I was almost rude. I left quickly, took a cab home, with
money I could not afford to spend to a place no more home than an alley,
maybe worse.

Worse. Lord it got worse.

Now here. There was a . . . noise. A shot, a baseball bat? Am I in that alley,
mugged & mauled? Returning in my bleeding coma to where I last had hope?

I’m not leaving. Whatever the fuck this is, I’m here again & leaving
didn’t help.

So I wait, watch the bartender a little closer than last time. He’s old-
fashioned, his pepper-grey hair close-cut & neatly combed. His spectacles, gold
wired. His apron is more colorful than I would’ve guessed. Looks like a Jackson
Pollock painting, wild splatters. A gift. He’s loved.

I love him a little. He’s the last one to see me with hope, watch it leave
me.

He reads the paper, the sports section. Plays the radio softly, probably
so not to bother me. I noticed none of this the last time. I waited blindly.

He locks the door, shuts out most of the lights.
“Miss, I don’t like to be forward but I am going home now. You look a

bit lost. There’s a couch in back, with some pillows & blankets. You could sleep
& I’ll let you out in the morning.”

She makes herself nod, it hurts amazingly but she does, just enough.
He starts but then nods too. “It’s the old manager’s office. Rebecca,

that is the owner, doesn’t use it much. Right back there.”

crowned hacks with truncheons for hearts & deathlust for principle—
So tell me which if not several or none—tell me, how it assembles toward

great song

She stops reading & looks around, startled to be here. A beat, & very startled.
One least glance down at her outfit & slight touch of her hair—

but it’s the scent from her neck, that scent, she’d not worn it or smelled
it since she was here

the red tinge.
A Love Supreme.

vi.

A preacher, easiest way to describe him. Yet what church, which holy
book? Were we followers or stalkers? It was more than months, it was years but
not all at once, not til near the end.

The end was here. He was going away, for good, she knew it, she came
here intent to go with him. She was crazy with . . . something. Love? Lust? She
knew both well enough, even that young, girls learn quickly to discern &
distinguish or it goes bad, sometimes quickly.

Maybe love. He wasn’t so old & she admired him. If he had commanded
or requested or hinted her to his bed she would have come, & probably several
times again.

Ha. It still hurts. She’d waited here, for hours. She’d dressed & re-
dressed herself for hours. Brought nothing, not a change of clothes, not a credit
card. Herself, primped but plain. Her request was simple: will you take me or
deny me?

What the fuck am I doing back here? Is it going to play out like that
again? Am I dead? Am I dreaming?

Nothing much til the drinks start arriving. The men in the club sniff
her, sniff the sex untucked in her outfit & perfume.

She tells the barman, an older gent who does not speak to her breasts,
that she is waiting for someone & wishes no drink offers. He nods, kindly,
firmly, no more drinks distract her.

His only doctrine seemed to be: “Praise.” Someone asked: “Praise what?”
& guessed God. He let them. That is, he did not deny or dispute.

She didn’t think it was a two-word commandment, or even one word.
She didn’t think it was a commandment at all, advice, caution, or any else. She
thought it was simply what he did, not even a vow. He said “Praise” as though
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He looked at me annoyed.
“I don’t! There’s a gap, a chasm, & I see it but I don’t see what’s in it or

how I made it.”
He nods. Somewhat satisfied.

OK then here I am again. The flood is goddamned cold as ever. But this time
there’s not even a chasm.

There’s a wham though. A wham! really.
I try to stand & find I’m still old but maybe not so old. I try the door

& it’s not locked. Quickly I sit back on my bed. None of this is right.
I got out of here! They let me go. It was a long & hard time but I

waited them out.
“We can’t hold you any longer. I wish you & I had made more progress

though.”
“You did fine. I like you.”
“That doesn’t matter. What matters is that I won’t be where you go to

help you.”

Hey, there’s a TV! Shit. It don’t have cable, & it’s black & white, but I
didn’t have one in my room last time. Someone always hogged it in the common
room. I had a radio, a pink one shaped like a cat but I don’t see it here.

The TV is showing the news. Looks like a war. Another one? I ain’t
never shot nobody & I’m in here? Is that the President? Looks like the other
one. I stopped keeping track. I’m sure he doesn’t notice me either.

Am I back then? What happened this time?

What I remember is changing the damned lightbulb. That & that damned
movie. I began to wonder if they happened the same night, the same decade. I
wondered if so much could have happened in one night & suddenly my life
was gone.

So yah I lied to the doctor. He had no clue what I saw, what any of that was
like. He couldn’t help anyway.

The day they released me I almost lost it, almost cracked so I could stay. Very
close. I had no old life to return to.

I just wanted to see that movie again. I think I did. I think I did & I
think that’s why I’m here again. It put me here.

She nods again, no pain this time.
He smiles, stands uncertain a moment.

“Well. I’ll leave you then. I’ll be in at 8. You won’t be bothered. There’s a
refrigerator with food.”

“Why me?”
He stares.
“How do you know I won’t rob the place or burn it to the ground?”
He takes her questions seriously but is undisturbed. “I don’t, for certain.

But I’m pretty sure
you came here to meet not just anyone tonight, & that person didn’t come.
Maybe you  have a bed somewhere but you can’t face it yet. I know about that.
I’ve had a few nights like that.” He nods. Smiles again. A smile gravelly with
kindness & years. Leaves her be. She hears the door lock from outside.

viii.

The floor’s always cold, oh I remember that well. I felt it even on my
cot, even when I traded for a second blanket. A floor of ice, that’s what I called
it, & it should have been low on my worries list, but it wasn’t. I was like that
back then; I wasn’t trying to be different or a character or a nut. That’s just how
it was. I took the pills everyone tried to tongue & spit. I sat in group & listened
& always had enough to say when it was my turn.

But the floor of ice was my worry & I didn’t tell anyone about it. I
figured I was onto something so the rest of my life was an act. A good one.
Nobody knew squat.

Well my doctor wondered. He’d ask me why I thought I was in the
hospital.

“I’m a danger to myself & others?”
“Try harder.”
“I have to rehabilitate enough to rejoin society as a useful member?”
“Come on.”
I’d smile, he’d chuckle & we’d call it a stalemate. He was a nice guy,

wife & kids.
“What was the last thing you remember before coming here?”
“I fell apart. I didn’t see it coming but it happened. Wham.”
“Wham?”
“Yah, wham.”
“Tell me about it.”
“I don’t remember it too well.”
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ix.

His arc began young, rode its bolt still, shakier but still, or maybe he
wandered a series of them, an oscillation of reveal & obscure, how to tell, why,
life sequential but more disorderly for this, there had probably been many light
bulbs, many movies, surely yes, & how many empty wallet nights happy on a
lone drunk & how many quivering some pair of clawing hips, & how many
times his ideas seemed run out, & how many times a bloody burst of new ones,
& how many doctors with their same questions & how many times did he say
fuck you embedded in a softly spake lie?

His only disbelief was in nothing, this jacketed his heart in times none
other would or wished to—

I disbelieve in nothing.
What then?
Not the high smacking prize of fleshly commune. Not the quiet break

in a man’s ego where a hustle called God may step in. Not the truth of books
still safely bedded in great evening oaks. Not the neural conjure sparking bluest
from dreams. Not Yogi the Bear nor Arthur the fucking grail.

What then?
I disbelieve in nothing.

x.

Hadn’t told a lover that in a long time though I used to all the time it
sounded nice though I had a buddy some years ago said to me every time we’d
hit our fourth tavern of the night or fifth if he was cheerful or distracted “pussy
loves power” & sometimes in an Australian accent”“pussy loves power, matey”
we drank together a whole gulp of years back then but the last time I said it was
the girl with freckles & no tattoos I remember how pleased I was when her
clothes came off & not an inch awled with ink I must have licked that young
skin an hour more like three & its perfection she was so out of her universe in
my bed & I’d stopped going slow it was tiring to train one & the next & within
an hour of her giggling arrival in my bedroom she was on her flawless flat
tummy hands so handcuffed one to each bedpost as I slowly shaved her already
trimmed cunt to a gleaming bareness & she shouted & cried each time I
accelerated my cock fardeep her tight cunt & I had to make her cum it was my
world’s vow in that lost hour she did & fainted it was so hard eventually she
came to & wanted more in a whisper til I refused smiling & she clawed me
several good ones til I let her have it again she never quite put on the freckled
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back, but for a moment I wait.

xiii.

You come home in the middle of my packing but you don’t see me or
my suitcase. You’re high from your friend Muddy’s liquor stock. “Absinthe doesn’t
make a person drunk” you told me. “It makes him sublime!” You go into the
bathroom after giving me a brief kiss & a longer grope, leaving the door open,
I hear you pee, then the shower & you talk all the while, expecting me to come
in & listen, not noticing when I don’t, eventually coming out’naked with a
towel in hand, finishing your story

“—He hit her & only stopped long enough to untangle her from his
bicycle rack where she’d gotten tangled. One moment you’re changing a flat,
the next you’re dragged along the road, trapped in bars & straps!”

Wipes his body clean, obsessed with drying completely. Then his hair.
Continues talking.

“—Muddy agreed, more or less. He figured if you catch a break like no
cops showing up at your door there’s no time for sitting around. Dump the car,
pack your gear, get the Greyhound to somewhere far. Don’t call anyone, just
go!”

Finally he looks at me, manages the spot between my chin & chest.
This tells me he’s horny but not desperate.

“How was class?”
“I didn’t go.”
Eyes up to my face. “Why not? You’re not one to play hooky. Are you

OK? Sick?”
I walk over to the bed where my beat blue suitcase is. Covered in Grateful

Dead stickers & random others I picked up on my travels. Duct-taped at the
hinges.

He looks, & freezes.
“What’s this?”

“What does it look like, Jamie?”
“You’re packing.”
“I’m leaving.”
“To where?”
“I don’t know. Just like I didn’t know the day I met you. Now I don’t

know again.”
Silence. This is going to get ugly. He’s never hit me at least. I keep

packing & wait.

farmgirl mask again & I let her go when I realized her bitchscent wasn’t wanting
a master cock but new raw shipment every time she even did me the grace of
crying that last time & as I fucked her, hands bound & hung from a ceiling
hook, leather, chains, branding, not enough but my gift I whispered to her over
& over again I disbelieve in nothing I disbelieve in nothing I disbelieve in
nothing & there were years much later when I missed her freckles when I missed
the thin layer I’d taken from her that first night & over & again until it did not
return & she couldn’t remember & it didn’t matter but I knew & I had another
buddy but we didn’t booze we smoked excellent hashish from his hookah
while he spun Grateful Dead bootleg cassettes on his stereo & we talked
philosophically til dawn it was dear those nights with him & I wanted to say it
to him too but I no longer bore this view deep enough in me I’d felt the cracks
come on me least blips I would ignore & then whole yards of wall torn away &
I said nothing to anybody & then another life a calmer merer one but still some
pleasures until the night I had to change a light bulb wanted to willed to & the
movie & then it was over, really over, I came here in a car or an ambulance or a
hearse & it was over, & then I left & it was over again & then & then & then
& then & here & then & here & then & freckles & nothing I disbelieve in
nothing & it was ancient but I chased oh hell’s world behold my yearn I chased—
the floor is cold here like always I disbelieve in nothing.

xi.

When the bird comes, I know it’s time to decide, I’m not here to wait this time,
the bird is mythic in size & replaces my thoughts of the door, what of any door
when a great golden bird arrives?

Something tugs at me still, I don’t know what,’something wishes me
delay, what’s different this time, what does anything mean but here a chance to
go?

It was my friend with the hookah, he’d puff & say, “watch out for those
real silences, the crazy ones that won’t quit. Breathe a couple of times to check
but you might have something.”

“What then?”
He’d puff, every fucking time, & think like he didn’t know. Then he’d

say: “If the universe is saying wait by its silence, then wait. Listen. Look around.
But wait.”

“Wait for what?”
“It will happen. One thing, another, it will happen.”
So maybe it’s just hashish remembrance that stays me from the bird’s
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Susan Jones lives in Portland, Oregon. Her fiction was first published by Scriptor Press in
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Kassandra Soulard lives in Portland, Oregon. Her photography & graphics art skills &
lovely soul form a critical bulwark of Scriptor Press.

Raymond Soulard, Jr. lives in Portland, Oregon. As a friend once remarked, he makes Art
as compulsively as a shark keeps moving.

Victor Vanek lives in The Dalles, Oregon. Scriptor Press has been publishing his beguiling
photography since 2008.

“Why?”
“Everything is God. Everything is shit.”
“What does that mean?”
“It means I don’t have any other words. I’m going. Yell, mourn, get

drunk with Muddy. Another girl will come along.”
“That’s it?”
I turn & look at him & he pisses me off by going for his dropped

towel.
“Nothing else? Not something I did?”
“No, Jamie, something I did. Or didn’t do. You were kind to me. But

your ideas don’t go very deep.”
“What does that mean?”
“Nothing. You had fun. But you missed something.”
“What?”
I force the snaps shut, pick up my coat & walk to the door. Drop the

key on the bureau next to the door.
“Wait!” He doesn’t move toward me. I don’t wait. I pull open the door

& go. Shut it softly because, really, he never hit me & I did need a friend then.
The street is chilly night & here I am, willingly homeless. Left or right.
I pause & imagine Jamie flinging open his window & yelling “You

fucking whore! You fucking cunt! Take your braindead fucking ass to some other
jackass! Cunt!”

No. Not him. Not even close. Not even close to close. He’s dressing,
maybe a little shaky, thinking what he’ll tell Muddy.

I can’t go back & forward isn’t telling me anything. I keep meaning to
move but the moment there stretches on & on.

******
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